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World AIDS

Day

Commemorated at

Poplar and

East Parkway

A predominantly
white Southern Bap—
tist congregation and
a predominantly Af— —
rican— American
Baptist congregation
have been working
together with an
AIDS service orga—
nization to demon—
strate that" "ATDS® "l
does not discrimi—
nate." 2,826 white
‘stake markers with
red AIDS ribbons at—
tached will be dis—
played on the corner
of Poplar and East
Parkway through
Dec. 6.
The number rep—
resents the approxi—
mate number of the
men, women and
children
from
:
Shelby County who have died from AIDS since 1983. This annual project
is intended to send a silent yet powerful message to Memphians that
"today, no one should contract this dreaded virus if they act responsi—
bly."
While the official World AIDS Day observance is Mon., Dec. 1, the
Marker Project will begin the local observances and activities.
The markers will be displayed On the front lawns of the First Baptist
Church and the Greater Lewis St. Missionary Baptist Church through
December 6.
Members of Alpha Rho Chi National Co—Educational Fraternity for
Architecture from the University of Memphis grid the sites to ensure a
powerful visual presentation.
Volunteers from both churches and the AIDS community installed
the markers after services Sun., Nov. 23.
"2.826 markers do not sound that many, but when you handle and
work with them, and then see them in this display, you realize it is too
many," said Butch Valentine, organizer of the project and member of
First Baptist.
;
"Also, it is quite sobering when you realize each marker represents a
person, someone from here who died from AIDS... someone you may
§
know," Valentine said.
A Web Exclusive
View more than 30 pictures of the
AIDS Marker Project Installation
as well as this complete newspaper in color online at

www.memphistrianglejournal.com:

Cautious Optimism, Dismay Greet
Massachusetts Gay Marriage Decision
By Martin Finucane
Associated Press Writer
BOSTON (AP) —The state‘s
highest court ruled Nov. 18 that
same—sex couples are legally entitled
to wed under the state constitution,
but advocates on both sides of the
gay marriage debate cautioned that
the battle still isn‘t over.
In a 4—3 ruling, the Supreme Ju—
dicial Court gave the Legislature 180
daysto comeup with asolution that
would allow same—sex couples to
wed. Supporters cautiously praised
the ruling, but expressed concerns
that lawmakers would find a way to
derail their victory. Opponents de—
cried the court‘s decision as a blow
to traditional family values.
Alice Leeds, a spokeswoman for
Parents, Families and Friends of
Lesbians and Gays, said, "We‘re
hoping. It‘s a little disappointing, but
we are hoping that the Legislature
will do the right thing and we‘ll
catch up with the way most fair—
minded people feel in this country."
D‘Avolio, meanwhile, urged
lawmakers to placean anti—gay—mar—
riage constitutional amendment on
a statewide ballot in 2006, the first
year such a changecould be enacted.
The court‘s order may find a hos—
tile audience in the Massachusetts
Legislature, which has been consid—
ering a constitutional amendment
that would legally define a marriage
as a union between one man and one
woman. The state‘s powerful
Speaker of the House, Tom Finneran
of Boston, has endorsed this pro—
posal.
j
Ray Flynn, the former Boston
mayor and ambassador to the
Vatican, criticized the ruling, and —
said he felt the debate would now
shift to the presidential campaign.
"This has been a ticking time
bomb in America for the last sev—
eral months that has exploded in
Massachusetts," he said. "Not only
is this decision a Massachusetts de—
cision, but this will affect the New
Hampshire primary and the election
itself."
In Northampton, a western Mas—
sachusetts city with a sizable gay

Michael Horgan ofBoston, left, one of 14plaintiffs who suedthe state of
Massachusetts, celebrates with activistSue Hyde ofthe NationalGayand
Lesbian Task Force during a rally at the Old South Meeting House in
Boston after the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court‘s ruling that
same—sex couples are legally entitledto wedunder the state constitution.
(AP Photo/Eiise Amendola)
population, the decision met with who came to the Supreme Judicial
champagne celebrations and cheers. Court, called the decision "a total
But Mark Carmien, owner of victory."
"I think this is the court‘s way of
Pride & Joy, a gay—themed bookstore
where people gathered to toast the saying, ‘This is what we want you
news, said his elation was tinged to do, now do it,"" she said. "I don‘t
with disappointment when he saw think the Legislature will just defy
the ultimate decision would lie with the court‘s order."
The state‘s congressional delega—
the Legislature.
""The court ruled it is unconstitu— tion had a mixed reaction to the SIC
tional to ban gay marriages and ruling. Democratic Rep. Barney
that‘s great, but not to issue a rem— Frank, who is openly gay, said the
edy is spineless," he said.
decision "will enhance the lives of
Lily Perkins said gay couples are probably thousands, maybe tens of
fighting for something heterosexual thousands, of Massachusetts citi—
couples take for granted. ‘"We are a zens, and will have no negative ef—
family," she said. "This is a positive fects on anyone else." Rep. Marty
Meehan agreed. "There will be some
move to equality."
Perkins and her partner Tracy from the right who will try to paint
Ross have been together for six a picture that this will somehow be
years, own a home in Northampton an infringement on heterosexual
and have adopted a S5—year—old son. couples, I —don‘t view it that way,"
Four years ago they exchanged vows said Meehan, also a Democrat.
Sen. John Kerry, a Democratic
to remain togetheras life partners in
a private ceremony. The couple said presidential contender, said, "while
they are most concerned about get— I continue to oppose gay marriage, I
ting spousal and other benefits.
believe that today‘s decision calls on
"We aren‘t asking for special the Massachusetts state Legislature
rights," Ross said. "We are asking to take action to ensure equal pro—
tection for gay couples. These pro—
for parity."
£
>
Jen Chiasson, a Boston attorney tections are long overdue."
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# 1 GOTTA HAND IT To
YOU, CONGRESSMAN.
_ EVERY YEAR, YOU
10GUYS
COMEMANAGE
UP WITH
ABIGGERTURKEY
THAN THE YEAR

been monogamous,
but
we have Romney and its attorney general
stayedtogether.
Even
ifwedecided
Reilly,
Mary L Bonauto,in this
attorney
tothebreak
up,
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never
figure
out
for
the
plaintiffcouples
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financial
arrangements.
Who
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and theup marriage can provide the same
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a
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split
two
married
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most rewarding
and
cherished
That
exclu—
sion
is incompatible
with
the con—for
stitutional
principles
ofrespect
individual
autonomy
and equality
_under
the
law,"
the
decision
staed.
We couldn‘t have said it better.
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is MemphisTJN@aol.com.
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had
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age.
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Law
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by
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opened
Box
for
and the asCatholic
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on such well—meaningmembers ofthecom—
ber
of
the
MLGCC
Board
of
Di—
matters
pedophelia.
Yourfailure
rectors and
Youth
Group
munity
center as well
asyouGayare
to report
this matter towhether
the parents
Facilitator
to
public
attention
and
peopleeverywhere..
...And
or
local
authorities,
this:
shame on them
at theofMLGCC
same timeandfor kid requested no further actions, our
publishing
details
shows considerable
lack board
of goodof
President
Len
Piechowski‘s
verbal
judgement.
And
the
entire
contract
concerning
his personal
MLGCC
should
be held
account—
life
issues.
The
latter
being
able
for
not
having
a
procedural
nobody‘s business
buttheandboardLenof plan in place in case an event of
directors
at
MLGCC
thisThenaturelawoccurred.
Piechowski
himself.
isIdon‘tcare
straight forward
on
Len
Piechowski
failed
in
thesematters.
ifthe
vic—
MLGCC‘s
behalfby failing
topro—
no— tim is 6 feet tall and the perpetra—
tify
legal
authorities
of
this
tor is 5 allow
feet talla teenager
and "fragile."
You
posed
[sic]
criminal
activity.
This
cannot
to
decide
in itselfcould
bringcharges
against to be the defining legal authority
him
as
well
as
lawsuits
against
onthough
something
of thisthematter.
Even
MLGCC.
Mr.
Piechoswski
re—
the
kid
said
parents
were
peated in his interview to Family informed, [that] should not have
“gay liason" to the mayor of
this city.
I commend you for all your hard
work. with the community center
but you failed miserably on this
matter. And to those who choose
to circle the wagons blindly around
you makes me question their lead—
ership roles in this community.
Your actions, Mr. Piechowski,
have helped bring this matter into
a worse situation than when it oc—
curred.
MLGCC needs to remedy this
situation as soon as possible or it
Continued on nextpage
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Queers Need to
Declare War!
Coninued from
page 2
will suffer the
consequences,
and sadly so. We now have a pur—
ported sexual predator allowed to
come within the grounds of the
community center. [/t should be
notedfor clarity that the alleged in—
cident did not take place at the
community center. — Ed.] Not only
did the purported little pervert [al—
legedly] have sexual activity with
the child with alcohol, he [alleg—
edly] did not inform the kid of his
HIV—positive status which is also
a crime within Tennessee state
laws.
I enjoy the use of the commu—
nity center and I have marveled at
all Mr. Piechowski has done for
this community. You may very
well be the fall guy unfortunately
after this is all said and done and I
am sorry for that. As a community
searching for acceptance within the
straight world, we need to see that
situations like this never occur
again.
Mark Lee Benton
Memphis

Another 2 Cents
Jim Maynard‘s letter in the last
issue of TJN has moved me to add
my two cents worth.
I am a member of the MGLCC
and a friend of MGLCC president
Len Piechowski. I know that he is
an honest and kind—hearted man.
I have on separate occasions
brought to his attention as president
of MGLCC situations that called
for discretion and careful consid—
eration of all people involved. I
believe both matters where fairly
considered and resolved to the best
of everyone‘s concerns.
As the elected president of
MGLCC, I feel confident that Len
Piechowski has shown consider—
able skill in separating the wheat
from the chafe and making the de—
cisions a president of such an or—
ganization is called on to make.
Someone‘s got to deal with the
bullshit, make tough decisions and
stand behind them in order for an
organization such as MGLCC to
continue and grow as it has in or—
der to fulfill the dreams of its mem—
bers for the benefit of the Memphis
GLBT community.
I am confident and proud that
at this time of public character as—
sassinations and baseless mean
spirited accusations, that Len
Piechowski is the man to do just
that.
Robert E. Van Ess
*
Memphis

In light of the gathering right—
wing storm that threatens to legis—
late us back into the closet, if not
exterminate us outright, queers
need to entertain bold new efforts
to press our cause ... enough of the
middle—class campaigns of polite—
ness and conciliation coming out
of
~HRC,
NGLTF,.
<Don‘t
Amend.com, etc.
First, our so—called leaders and
national organizations need to
refuse support to any elected offi—
cial or candidate who rationalizes
second—class citizenship. That in—
cludes Howard Dean, the anointed
"pro—gay"
candidate.
And
Gephardt, Kerry, Lieberman,
Edwards ... the whole filthy lot of
them. If they aren‘t willing to put
their necks on the line for us, slap
‘em down. If they insist on using
us to pedal to the right in order to
get the votes of Nascar dads or the
guys with Confederate flag bumper
stickers on their trucks, run ‘em over.
Let them know we will no
longer settle for the lesser of 10
evils. Dennis Kucinich, Carol
Moseley Braun & Al Sharpton are
the only Democrats running for
president with the integrity to sup—
port gay marriage. They should be
the only candidates we even con—
sider working for.
The same respectable lesbians
and gay men who forced gay mar—
riage onto our agenda are exactly
the ones willing to sell us out now.
There are a million more important
issues for queers than gay marriage,
but they forced this issue. Now the
right wing has trumped their ap—
peals and gone straight to the U.S.
Constitution. All of a sudden, we‘re
supposed to support the separate
but equal status of domestic part—
nership or civil unions. We need to
hold some feet to the fire.
Denounce any respectable gay
or lesbian official/leader that sup—
ports anything less than full mar—
riage rights. Send David Mixner
and Barney Frank packing. You
started this fight, now finish it.
We should also look at our tax
returns and consider withholding
some portion or all payments to
states enacting so—called Defense of
Marriage Acts ... and federal taxes
as well. There will be those who
feel they can take such a risk and
others who won‘t ... the debate,
and the threat of such action, would
have an impact by themselves.
Why are we willing to pay for the
stalest crumbs left on the table?
We should begin now to ap—
proach other nations to grant am—
nesty to queers wishing to flee this
country. France, Canada, South
Africa and the Netherlands are just
a few ofthe possibilities. Whether

R

S

or not we wish to emigrate, such a
campaign would serve to expose
the hypocrisy of a country pro—
claiming itself to be the sole bea—
con of democracy around the
world.
Finally, let‘s leave fundraising
to the right wing. Tell them they
should cough up big bucks if
they‘re serious about getting rid of
us. I would gladly leave this bank—
rupt country if they‘1l foot the bill.
The United States was founded by
those fleeing persecution in their
countries ... we will simply be con—
tinuing that noble traditon.
Does this sound extreme? Well,
maybe it‘s time we entertained ex—
treme tactics.
Does it sound ridiculous? Is it
any more ridiculous than a commu—
nity or communities willing to ig—
nore the problems ofqueer youth...
a community willing to turn a blind
eye to the resurgence of HIV
among young gay men... a com—
munity willing to cut loose its most
vulnerable members whether les—
bian, transgendered or the elderly
in order to beg at the table for the
crumbs of such a bankrupt institu—
tion as marriage?
Arawn Eibhlyn
Berea, Kentucky
Partying in
Jackson
I just wanted to say that I do
enjoy reading your paper. I picked
it up for the first time and found
the stories so wondeful.
Also I would like to add that
while in Jackson, Tenn., I went
over to The Other Side Club for the
first time on a Saturday night. I had
a blast.
Plus the owner there was such a
nice and sweet lady. I also met and
talked to the show cast and they did
a great show. I must say the show
director there is very nice and so
polite. I really enjoyed watching
Cachet, Barbie, Lace and Raven.
What bothered me were how
people weren‘t getting up to tip. I
myself couldn‘t stop because I was
having so much fun. —
I have to say that [The Other
Side] is a very nice bar, but I would
like to say something to people who
go to bars and enjoy the shows.
When the music makes you feel
good, be nice and get up and tip.
After all, the show girls work
hard to perform and make the
envening enjoyable— so tip!
It‘s not going to kill you to tip.
If you are ever in Jackson,
check out The Other Side. My hat‘s
off to the owner[s] for such a nice
bar and for such great shows. Ca—
chet, Lace and Barbie look better
than some ofus real women can.
Tommy Johnson
Linden, Tenn

Three ofthe seven gay couples who suedthe state, from left to right, Julie
Goodriage andHillary Goodridge, Robert Compton andDavid Wilson, and
EdBaimelliandMichae!Horgan, standtogether Tues., Nov. 18, at a news
conference in Boston, responding to the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial!
Court‘s ruling that same—sex couples are legally entitled to wed under the
state constititution. (AP Photo/Charles Krupa)

Thumbnail
Seven

Sketches of

Plaintiff Couples

By The Associated Press

their legal status if one of them
becomes ill or dies.
* Richard Linnell, 39, and Gary
The following is a brief profile
of the seven gay couples who sued Chalmers, 37, of Northbridge, have
Massachusetts for the right to been together for 14 years and have
marry in the case, known as an adopted 9—year—old daughter,
Goodridge et al v. Department of Paige. The family. lives with
Linnell‘s mother. Linnell is a part—
Public Health:
* Hillary Goodridge, 46, and time nursing instructor and emer—
Julie Goodridge, 46, of Boston, gency room nurse. Chalmers
who have been together for more teaches in the Shrewsbury schools.
* Maureen Brodoff, 50, and
than 15 years, chose a common last
name in anticipation ofthebirthof — EllenWade, 54;OfNECWUOM3
their child, Annie, who is now 7 law school and have been together
years old. Goodridge was Hillary‘s for more than 20 years. They have
grandmother‘s middle name. When a 14—year—old daughter, Katie,
Julie gave birth, Hillary had diffi— whom they jointly adopted in 1994.
culty gaining access to Annie at the Wade started her own law firm in
hospital. Julie is the president and Brookline and Brodoff works as
founder of NorthStar Asset Man— general counsel and vice president
t
agement. Hillary is the program at a nonprofit organization.
*Gina Smith and Heidi Norton,
director ofthe Unitarian Universal—
both 38, of Northampton, have
ist Funding Program.
« David Wilson, 58, and Robert been together for 12 years and held
Compton, 53, celebrated a commit— a ceremony to celebrate their union
ment ceremony in October 2000. in 1993. The couple has two sons,
Wilson is a past president of the Avery, 7, and Quinn, 3, born to
Greater Boston Business Council Norton and adopted by Smith. In
1998, Smith reduced her work
and works as vice president at
Spaulding & Slye Colliers Interna— schedule as a researcher at the Cen—
tional. Compton is a dentist and ter for Contemplative Mind in So—
director of disease management at ciety to spend more time with the
Delta Dental Plan of Massachu— young boys. Norton is the law pro—
setts. Wilson has three children and gram director at the same center.
* Ed Balmelli, 42, and Michael
six grandchildren.
* Gloria Bailey, 62, and Linda Horgan, 43, of Boston, have been
Davies, 57, of Orleans, recently together for nearly 10 years.
celebrated 32 years together. They Balmelli is a computer engineer at
have both worked as psychothera— Lucent Technologies and Horgan
is a computer systems administra—
pists for decades and have masters‘
degrees in social work. Facing re— tor. The couple traveled to Vermont
tirement, the couple is particularly in 2000 to have a civil union cer—
concerned about the uncertainty of emony.
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by Allen Cook
My life is always interesting —
not always pleasant, but always
interesting. As I write this, I am
weighing my options for replacing
~_my truck which was stolen last
night.
I am firmly convinced that at

least some car thieves have no
taste. My truck is a 1992—vintage
GMC Jimmy. Who the hell wants
a 12—year—old junker like that?
Sigh.
I hope they enjoy reading the
couple of hundred copies of the Tri—
angle Journal in the back.
Friends

¥
for

Life

and

Mx. Vincent Choiles Aotor

Ut a seception in honor of his
|

50th Birthday
Sunday, December 7th,

{9me0C to 5:00

sharp.
For more information, call 357—
8383, 331—3579, or 272—0855.
¥
In case you missed the presen—
tation of Eli Parker‘s Getting Mar—
ried? on Channel 10 last summer,
take heart. WKNO will be present—
ing the locally—made film on New
Year‘s Eve at midnight. So, after
the ball drops people should click
over to channel 10 and catch the
movie if they have not seen it al—
ready.
¥
There‘s a new dinner theatre
operation in the area: ACT (Actors‘
Cooperative Theatre) just closed
The Owl and the Pussycat to an
appreciative full house Nov. 22 at
Admiralty Hall (Admiralty Suites
and Inns, 8181 Highway 51 N.;
Millington).
The inaugural presentation
starred Brian Mott and Cyndi

Hartley, both well—known area ac—
tors, in the Bill Manhoff comedy.
We wish we could have told you
about it before it closed, but Man—
aging Director Bill Painter has
promised to do better on publiciz—
ing future productions. Let him
know you‘re interested by e—mail—
ing him at virgilt@bigriver.net.
¥
Backstreet (2018 Court St.) has
acquired what used to be the Mid—
Town Flea Market on the west side
ofits building and is converting it
into "The Coliseum." Hopefully,
lions and tigers and bears (Oh, my!)
will not be sacrificed therein — we
suspect a few brain cells will be,
however.
Included in the 14,000 square—
foot addition will be an all new
cabaret, a jazz/piano bar, a patio, a
men‘s lounge. and the Backstreet
gift shop.
Who alive remembers that that
building used to be the gymnasium
of Jewish Community Center?
¥
I had to chuckle at the name of
the new restaurant reviewer at
Family and Friends magazine —
Laer Gib Retae. I‘ve seen pseud—
onyms before, but this one takes the
cake. Please don‘t make me explain
this one.
R&
¥
Very Interesting: Patricia Pair
and Anita Moyt (of A&P Publica—
tions, publishers of Family and
Friends}, along with their lawyer,
Joseph S. Ozment have become
paying members of the Memphis
Gay and Lesbian Community Cen—
ter. Let‘s just hope it‘s their way
of burying the hatchet. As you may
remember, MGLCC recently
dropped its libel suit against them.

¥
Gay Humorist David Sedaris
seems to be enjoying some measure
of popularity in Memphis these
days. A couple of months ago he
appeared on stage at the Cannon
Center and there is production of
SantaLand Diaries currently on the
boards at Circuit Playhouse.
The December selection of the
Memphis Gay and Lesbian Book
Club is his book Holidays on Ice.
The group will meet Thurs.,
Dec. 18, at the Memphis Gay and
Lesbian Community Center, 892 S.
Cooper, at 7 p.m.
Terry! Buckner of Club Allu—
sions is having a birthday bash at
his entertainment complex Tues.,
Dec. 23, starting at 10 p.m. The
event will be hosted by Alicia Kelly
and Otis Mac. There‘s free admis— _
sion and food, and Terryl asks that
you "dress to impress."
¥
Speaking of clubs, congratula—
tions to The Paragon (2865 Wal—
nut Grove Road) on celebrating its
first anniversary. It is featuring all—
male revues every other week. The
next several ones are scheduled for
Nov. 29, Dec. 13 and Dec. 27.
Check them out.
;
¥
If you‘re one for leisurely drives
on a Sunday afternoon, take a
swing by Poplar and East Parkway
to take a look at the field of white
markers with red ribbons on them.
It‘s really inspiring that two
churches would make such a pub—
lic statement about AIDS —and its
impact on our community.
And if you‘re so inclined visit the
house of worship of your choice this
holiday season. Happy Holidays.

Connected over a memorable four—course fondue dinner.
Don‘t worry, there‘s plenty for everyone.

Get

02 South Cogper Street
Midtown

Goldsmith‘s—Macy‘s is presenting
"The Gathering," a community
HIV awareness event at Club Al—
lusions (3204 N. Thomas in the
Northgate Shopping Center) Wed.,
Dec. 3. It will include a one—man
performance by Earnest Edward
Hite of Soul in the Woods.
Club Allusions is uniquely set
up to present theatre as the space
retains some of the seating from its
former incarnation as a movie the—
atre.
Also on the bill for that night is
an exhibit of photography by Otis
F. Richardson, Smithsonian pho—
tographer Greg MacNeal and local
photographers Shari L. Walker,
Leon M. Thomas, Jr., and Shon
Gales.
Seating is at 6:45 and Hite‘s
performance wnll begin at 7 p.m.

f

Please dress up,

|

Hors deeuvwies and treats
of the season will be sewed.

Sagittoius biuthdays
especiably welcome.

$5
Bring in this ad for

|

Presents re not expected,

10% OFF
TOTAL PURCHASE

Donations te MGLCC
will be appreciated.
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rarest ad

Not valid with any ather discounts
or on holidays, Not validfor alcohol.
Nowaccepting New Year‘s Eve
and holiday party reservations!

MeltingPot,
~ 0 fondue
restaurant
Dip into something different?

RESERVATIONS RECOMMENDED
(901) 380—9500
2828 Wolf Creek Parkway, Meraphis, TN
{across from Wolfchase Galleria Mall)
www.meltingpot.com

Memphis
Lesbian

National

Chapter of

Lavender University

Established

Sorority

Memphis is now the home of the
Beta Epsilon Chapter of Beta Phi
Omega Sorority, Inc. — a nation—
ally incoroporated service sorority
that caters to the lesbian/bisex ual
community.
4
Beta Phi Omega Sorority is a
»
national feminine minority lesbian
sorority that reigns in carnation
pink, ice blue and pearl white. Al—
though it caters to feminine lesbian
women, it does not discriminate
against bi—sexual or heterosexual
women of any race.
"We feel that it is ultimately
wrong to deny anyone the right to
be interested in a sorority such as
ours. There are many women that
would love to participate in the
many volunteer activities that are
present in our lesbian communi—

MGLCC Seeks to Restart

f

ties as well as in the heterosexual
arena," a press release stated.
The first chapter of Beta Phi
Omega Sorority, Inc. was estab—
lished in Tallahassee, Fla., and
there are five "founding dia—
monds": Alexus Perez, Misty
Wright, Nichole Lanier, Debra
Bender and Andrea Spencer. The
sorority does a wide range of com—
munity
service,
such
as
particpating in or staging AIDS
awareness events, The March of
Dimes, Breast Cancer Awareness,
safe sex seminars, black lesbian
pride events, and much more. The
sorority says it is always looking
for dedicated women to help Beta
Phi Omega Sorority expand.
The Beta Epsilon Chapter is lo—
cated in Memphis. It was estab—

lished on March 23, 2003. The first
member and president of the Beta
Epsilon Chapter is Robin Thomp—
son—Barkley. November 2 marked
the addition of five new members
to the Beta Epsilon chapter: Tonya
Rhodes, Natasha Williams, Jenni—
fer Lake, April Blair and Dwanyel
Griffin.
The Beta Epsilon Chapter is
now looking for hard—working, in—
telligent and respectful women to
help make the Beta Epsilon Chap—
ter a strong force in the GLBT com—
munity.
To learn more about Beta Phi
Omega Sorority, Inc., visit the na—
tional web site. If you would like
to be considered for membership,
fill out the online application at
www.betaphiomega.net.

MGLCC needs a few people to
serve on the committee to help or—
ganize and implement the Laven—
der University.
Lavender University was a
project of the Memphis Gay and
Lesbian Community Center a num—
ber of years ago and was estab—
lished by the late Charles Butler. It
included a variety of mini—courses
presented by members and friends

of the center with special expertise.
If you have been involved in a
prior Lavendar University program
and or have some academic expe—
rience and would like to be part of
this committee, contact Jim
Maynard at 327—2677 or e—mail
jmaynard2@earthlink.net
Prior involvement or academic
experience are not required, but
might prove to be helpful.

Loving Arms Open
Loving Arms will be providing
Christmas to about 400 children
this year as well as helping fami—
lies who lost their moms this past
year to HIV/AIDS. The organiza—
tion is collecting toys, monetary
donations and seeking sponsors for
its clients‘ children.

House

Call 725—6730 for toy pick up.
An open house will be held
Sun., Dec. 14, from 3—6 p.m. at
11 S. Idlewild. Toys can be
dropped off during the open house.
Food, drinks and entertainment will
be available.

Recycle Us!

ATTENTION TRIANGLE JOURNAL READERS!

When you‘re finished

WARNING! Don‘t Even Think About Speaking To A Dentist ... Until You
Know The 10 Questions You MUST Ask A Dentist BEFORE Choosing One!

reading the
Triangle Journal,
don‘t just throw the copy away
— recycle it.
TJN is printed on recycled paper.

==

Memphis, Tn — If you are currently looking —
for a new dentist, then you must read this
article, as it may be the most important thing
you‘ve ever read! When it comes to selecting
the right dentist, most people find themselves
confused, frustrated and feeling like they‘re
taking a stab in the dark! After all, who taught

yﬁul:

AC Atal

Heapierb..

i

—

Detect the Good
From the Bad!

Until now, no one has been upfront, bold, and

|

honest about what is REALLY going on when you
walk into a dental office. So, here‘s the truth most

—

dentists would prefer you never knew. See, in
many (butcertainlynotall) dental

practices,

regardless of size or how many ads they run in
the local newspaper, the primary internal focus is
How To Choose The
Right Dentist?

on selling as. much of their services as fast as
they can whether you actually need them or not.
Period. The real way they operate is a well kept

It‘s a tough choice for most of you, because

Believe

Believe

secret that they don‘t want you to get clued in on:

none of us are taught the TRUTH about the

And please understand, there‘s nothing wrong

advancements in

with many of these services, or with you being

dentistry, let alone how to pick

the right one to help you out and to make sure

sold on

you are getting one that is up to speed with all

you‘re sold, HOW they deliver advice, and what

the training in pain free methods, cosmetics, and

their real motivations are. If someone explained

latest advancements dental implants and denture:

how it REALLY works a lot of the time, you might

If you‘re like most people, you‘re

scared and

_

choosing them. The real problem is HOW

be shocked.

nervous, wondering things like:

in reindeer with

*+ How do I know this person is really any

a red nose.

—

good?
« How can I tell before I walk in, if it‘s going to

FREE Report Reveals The
10 Questions You MUST Ask!

be a practically pain free experience?

Being naughty

— Is he/she an expert at cosmetic dentistry?
+ What questions should I ask them?

or nice.

« Should I believe their suggestions?
* Are they just trying to sell me or get me to
spend more money with them?

Believe in

+ Will this person rip me off?
« How much say do | have when it comes to

Santa Claus.

making the best decisions for my own
dental health?

ughty or Nice Detective Agency — Gift Set of 6
|
& Includes "Lots of Good Children This Year!" accessory
6x6x8" $50
NORTH POLE SERIESUY

&

+ Will I have ALL the options to weigh before
making decisions?
And the list goes on! Admittedly, how to choose
the right dentist for you and your family is harder
than knowing you need to choose one in the first

Celebrate the magic of Santa with holiday decorations from Department 56.
Our unique vi-llage collections will add festive fun to any room. The lighted

After all, choosing a dentist may be one of the
most important decisions you‘ll ever make for you
and for your family! Picking the right dentist can
help you, and picking the wrong dentist can be a
big and painful mistake! Make sure you know
which is which! You cannot afford to take any
chances. You need to be sure to use someone
who will be right for you!
To get your FREE REPORT called "10
Questions You Must Ask BEFORE You Even
Think About Choosing A Dentist! How To
Get Pain & Anxiety Free Dental Care," and
learn the secrets some dentists don‘t want you to
know, call

the TOLL—FREE 24 hour Hotline

place! In fact, one of thebiggest questions

1—866—430—6995 of a Free no

people face is:

OBLIGATION RECORDED MESSAGE and
request Free Report #2005! your Free copy of

porcelain buildings are individually handcrafted and handpainted with realistic
details. Choose some for yourself, or as gifts for friends and family.
Over 4000 sq. ft. of
Christmas treasures

«$
/

whit

§

YOUR Best Interest Or For Their Own
Best interest!

%

this eye opening report will be sent to you
immediately. Call NOW! Armed with this free
report, youll have the ammunition

you need to

make sure you deal with someone who is right for
This may not surprise you, but there are some
people out there who are working for their own

await you

you, and has YOUR best interests at heart! Don‘t
be left in the dark any longer ....call NOW!

greedy personal gain, dt YOUR expense! This is

including two rooms
of Dept. 56 villages!
DEPARTMENT
Holidays. Special Days. Every Day.

How To Know If They‘re Working In

()

E
y, Augie
¢p
8504 Macon Road
Cordova » 755—5554

disgusting and it‘s wrong, but it happens. It‘s a
reality we all have to accept. The truth is there
are as many good dentists as there are bad
ones, Just like in any profession. The task for you
is to know how to...
A Paid Advertisement
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Ad Campaign on Marriage Rights
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Foreboding and
By Paul Harris
There was almost a sense of
foreboding at the recent Creating
Change Conference held on Miami
Beach. The gathering is the annual
meeting of the National Gay and
Lesbian Task Force (NGLTF)
where activists from all over the
country meet to share skills and
discuss strategy.
In less than a year activists were
worried that President Bush might
get returned to the White House
with a campaign based upon mis—
information and fear surrounding
the "wedge issue" of gay marriage.
The religious right far from "being
on the ropes" seemed to many at—
tending to have found renewed
strength from its core support
group and has come out fighting.
Matt Foreman, the:executive
director of the NGLTF, spelled out
the challenge the religious right
posed in his opening speech to the
conference. He pointed out that
"just one organization, Focus On
The Family, has more employees
than all ofthe LGBT organizations
in this country and that the organi—
zation has an annual budget 2.3
times greater than the budgets of
the largest 14 national LGBT or—
ganizations combined."
He continued, "Under the guise
of the ‘threat of gay marriage‘ the
forces ofpolitical:and religious in—
tolerance have coalesced as never
before. They are determined to use
our lives and relationships to drive
a wedge through the heart of
America not only to stay in power
but to increase their grip on the
throat of our country. They are de—
termined to use our lives and our
relationships as yet another one of
their ‘litmus tests‘ to hurt moder—
ate and pro—LGBT candidates.
They are determined to use our re—
lationships to not only stop, but to
roll back the progress we‘ve made
on the road to equal rights."
The challenge facing: the gay
movement was graphically laid out.

Hope on

Miami

Beach

gay activists so that they could at—
"The reality," Foreman continued,
tend the conference.
"is that half of the voters in
The conference attracted vet—
America today say they would be
eran activists in the seventies right
less likely to. vote for a candidate
down to Thomas McLaughlin from
who supports gay marriage, while
Monroe, La., who was only 15
only 10 percent say that they would
be more likely to support such a years of age and attending his first
LGBT conference of any kind. He
candidate. The reality is that nearly
had had the experience of being
half the public still believes that
"outed" by his school to his par—
gay and lesbian couples should not
ents when he lived in Arkansas. He
be allowed to adopt a child. The
was in 8th grade. He received a
reality is that nearly half of church—
"Courage Award" from the Colin
going Americans say that they
Higgins Foundation which paid for
would leave their church if it al—
him and his mother to attend the
lowed blessings of same—sex
conference. For him the highlight
couples — note, I didn‘t say mar—
was "meeting people, especially
rying, I just said blessing."
transgender
people. I hadn‘t met
"Gary Bauer has said that the
any transgender people before."
issue of ‘gay marriage‘ is energiz—
Another first—time attendee was
ing the religious right more than
Andrea
Hektor whois the student
anything before — including abor—
assistant for the Human Sexuality
tion!"
Collection at Cornell. in Ithica, N.Y.
After the warnings of the
who is studying engineering. For
organization‘s executive director
her the workshop on class and eco—
the conference set about its pro—
nomic. equality was "really amaz—
gram of workshops where activists
ing." She worried that the gay
from all over the country shared
marriage issue could take the fo—
and discussed skills. The program
cus ofthenext election away from
of workshops was as diverse as the
welfare and other important issues.
membership ofthe organization it—
Sarah Blustein, a student at the
self with workshops looking at the
University of Oregon, had attended
challenges facing the elderly, gay
two previous conferences. She got
religious groups, even native
most out of a workshop "on being
Americans as well as the nitty—
an effective public speaker because
gritty Of:election techniques.
I facilitate for a group on campus
One of the key issues that the
called
Bridges which requires me
whole conference attempted to ad—
<dress was thatofracism within the 310 speak."
e®
LGBT movement. Having ac—
Teff Montgomery is the execu—
tive director of the Triangle Foun—
knowledged in previous years the
dation in Michigan and has
challenge of racism to the move—
attended 13 of the 16 Creating
ment as a whole, and the organiza—
Change Conferences. For him "the
tion in particular, a determined
energy is as always nourishing and
effort was made to discuss the is—
empowering. I go to a dozen con—
sue.
ferences a year and this is the most
This year the gay anti—smoking
exciting. I always come away with
project called "The Tobacco Pro—
my batteries re—charged."
gram" in part funded by the Cen—
The conference drew upon lots
ters for Disease Control (CDC) was
of local volunteers including
very much in evidence. At a work—
people like Drew Menard who
shop material was presented show—
ing that 36 percent of LGBT people
smoke — significantly more than
their heterosexual contemporaries.
The CDC even helped fund some

works for an audio—visual integra—
tion company and lives in Wilton
«Manors. It was his job to help set
up volunteer recruitment, find
‘community housing‘ for some at—
tendees on low budgets, make sure
that each seminar was evaluated by
a member of the host committee,
while making sure that the elder
and youth hospitality rooms were

remained stocked with food.
Given the large numbers of _
young people attending the confer—
ence it was the goal of the host
committee that all the young at—
tendees, many of whom had spent
what money they had simply get—
ting to the conference, each got a
decent breakfast, a light lunch and
a filling dinner.
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Meeting

—

The next regular monthly meeting of Integrity—Memphis will
be held on Tues., Dec. 16, at 6:30 p.m. at Calvary Episcopal
Church, Second at Adams.
The meeting will begin with dinner at a cost of $10 for mem—
bers, free for first—time guests.
At 7:30, Triangle Journal News publisher and co—editor Allen Cook
will talk about the history of GLBT publications in Memphis as well
as his philosophy on community newspapers and their content.
Integrity—Memphis is the local chapter of a national organiza—
tion, Integrity—USA, which serves within the Episcopal Church.
Its mission is to promote understanding between the gay commu—
nity and the church. Regular monthly meetings host a variety of
programs, covering a wide range of topics of interest to GLBTs. .
There are members of many faith traditions, and visitors are al—
ways welcomed. Integrity meets the third Tuesday of each month
at 6:30 p.m. at Calvary Church, followed by dinner and a program.
For more information, visit the website at www.geocities.com/
integrity_memphis/main.html.
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Changes in a Word‘s
Connotation Hint at Changes in Society
Martha Irvine
APByNational
Writer
CHICAGO
(AP) —toSomething
queer
is
happening
the word
"queer."
Originally a synonym for"odd"
or"unusual,"thewordevolved
into
antury,anti—gay
insult
in
the
last
cen—
to lesbian
be reclaimed
by defi—
antchanted:
gayonlyand"We‘rehere,
activists
who
we‘requeer,
getNow
used to"queer"
it." is sneaking into
the mainstream
—a way
and totaking
on a
hipster
edge
as
describe
any
sexual orientation beyond
straight.
Edwards,
a 28—year—old
gayit.
manJay
from
Houston,
has
noticed
"Hey Jay,"
a"Have
straightco—worker
recently
said.
youcutemet andthe
new
guy?
He‘s
really
queer,It‘s too.
Just
your
type!" that
the
kind
of
exchange
makes many
—because,
gay or straight
—still
wince.
That‘s
in the
1920s
and
‘30s
the
word
"queer"
became synonymous
with "pansy,"
"sissy"
and
even
"pervert,"
says
Gregory
Ward,
a
Northwestern
University
linguist who
teaches a
course
on
language
and
sexuality.
Now,
Ward says,
thein theincreasing
use
of
"queer"
—
as
prime—
time TV show titles QueerEyefor
—AUitkM®mEWordsim
ct
y
losingthe
hurtful
and
quasi—
How

‘Queer‘ Evolution:

"It really matters who says it and
themselves into any of those cat—
why they‘re saying it," he says.
egories.
Edwards, from Houston, says he
"I find myself attracted to boy—
likes when straight people are com—
like girls and girl—like boys,"
Harbaugh adds. "If ‘lesbian‘ or ‘bi‘ fortable using it.
"If they can say the word with
doesn‘t seem to fit, ‘queer‘ cer—
as much casualness and confidence
tainly does."
Heteroflexible? Pansexual? The as my gay friends, it lets me know
growing list of terms can be down— that they are comfortable with who
I am," he says.
right boggling.
Rohr, from Boston, is less sure
James Cross, a 26—year—old Chi—
about its use in everyday conver—
cagoan, personally likes the term
"metrosexual," meant to describe sation but says it works with the
straight men like him who are into Queer Eye title because its use is
designer clothes, love art and fash— "archaic and unexpected."
‘"The bottom line is, I think the
ion and even enjoy shopping (much
term has lost its political potency,
like "queer—eyed straight guys").
He‘s also noticed the word if it ever had any, and has just be—
"queer" being bandied about more come campy," he says.
And a spokesman for one con—
often, especially at the public rela—
tions firm where he works. But he servative Christian group that
says women are "definitely more monitors the media says he‘s "glad
that ‘queer‘ might be losing its edge
comfortable" with it.
"I hate to admit it, but I certainly in terms of being an insult."
"It‘s not a particular word we‘re
wear masks with the term. When
concerned
with,"
says
Ed
I‘m at work and talking with
Vitagliano, of the American Fam—
women, I‘m down with it," he says.
"But when I‘m out on the rugby ily Association in Tupelo, Miss.
pitch or drinking beer with my "It‘s that the media and the enter—
tainment industries are such pow—
‘bros, I‘m just one ofthe guys."
Indeed, use of a word that car— erful transmitters of values for only
ries so much baggage can cause one side of this controversial is—
sue."
5
confusion.
Others, especially those with
Andy Rohr, a 26— year—old gay
man living in Boston, noted that strong memories of the word as an
when a straight co—we
insult, still find its use hurtful, "I
f
s
"Believe
this wora continues to
Qunor
Eye
for
chaw
tha
cho liked

social worker at San Francisco

the word "gay" in place of "homo—

State University who is conducting

sexual," a term many people now

a long—term survey of gay, lesbian

see as cold and clinical.

and bisexual youth and their fami—

But some young people don‘t
seem too worried if the rest of

lies.

She has found that use of the

word "queer" is most common

America is slow to embrace the .
word.

among college students and young

"I can still walk down the street

adults in their 20s — but says that,

and have boys lean out the win—

even in the most gay—friendly parts

dows of pickup trucks yelling

of California, it is rarely used by

‘BDyke!""

gay men and lesbians older than 40,

Harbaugh from Indianapolis. "But

or among people who aren‘t white.
She also notes that it took years

or

‘Queer!"‘_

‘says

instead of being frightened, I sim—
ply say, ‘Thanks!"

for mainstream newspapers to use
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mls

marginalize us," says Robin Tyler,

"She

vmlem nature it had," Ward

says.
Trish McDermott, vice presi—
dent of "romance" at the
Match.com online dating service,
says she‘s seeing the word appear
more often in personal ads.
The title of one current ad:
"Nice Guy for the Queer Guy."
Meanwhile, a recent review in
the Chicago Tribune‘s Metromix
entertainment guide defined the
crowd in a new upscale bar as
"model—types and young clubbers
amid dressy Trixies, middle—aged
Gold Coast cigar—chompers and
queer—eyed straight guys" (the lat—
ter term referring to straight men
who‘ ve spiffed themselves up).
And while some in the gay com—
munity began using the word in the
last decade or two as an umbrella
term for "gay, lesbian, bisexual and
transgendered," today‘s young
people say that "queer" encom—
passes even more.
"I love it because, in one word,
you can refer to the alphabet soup
of gay, lesbian, bisexual,question—
ing, ‘heteroflexible," ‘omnisexual,‘
‘pansexual‘ and all of the other
shades of difference in that fluid,
changing arena of human sexual—
ity," says 27—year—old Stacy
Harbaugh. She‘s the program co—
ordinator for the Indiana Youth
Group, a drop—in center in India—
napolis for youth who may place

whispered

the

word

a California—based activist and les—
bian who‘s in her 60s.

‘queer,"" he says.

Dan Cordella says he, too, is

That lingering negativity was

perplexed about what he "can and

apparent last month, for instance,

Memphis Area

when a Senate committee ques—

can‘t say."
"An entire generation of subur—

tioned federal appellate nominee

ban youth was taught to practically

Claude Allen about his use ofthe

walk on eggshells with their word—

word "queer" when he was a press

ing around those that, one, chose

aide to Sen. Jesse Helms. Allen said

an alternative lifestyle and, two,

he didn‘t intend it as a slur against

were of a different ethnic back—

gay people.

ground," says Cordella, a 26—year—

But incidents like those are

old straight man who lives in New

proofthat "queer" will be slow to

York and grew up outside Boston.

shed its negative connotation, says

Ward, the Northwestern lin—
guist, says that people are wise to

Gay Youth
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Call 335—MAGY
website: www.gaymemphis.commagy/
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researcher Caitlyn Ryan.

Spiritual Resources

"It will take a long time to tran—

use "queer" carefully because it is

sition into common use in middle

still "very context—sensitive."

America," says Ryan, a clinical

in

the
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Gay Bishop Wants Church to Embrace Outcasts, Take Stand on
By Katharine Webster
Associated Press Writer
PETERBOROUGH, N.H. (AP) — Fac—
ing criticism himself as the Episcopal
Church‘s first openly gay bishop, the Rev.
V. Gene Robinson says he wants the church
to seek out the disenfranchised and speak out
on moral issues.
Robinson, preaching for the first time
since his consecration, told his congregants
that Jesus spent most of his time with
women, tax collectors and foreigners, not.
with rabbis and wealthy members of the
temple.
Jesus "looked at the religious establish—
ment ofhis day and realized they had closed
their eyes to those on the margins," he said.
"Think of all the kinds of blindness right
outside this door: not seeing people in need,
or turning the other way when we do."
The church, Robinson said, must express
its opposition to social injustice, such as the
lack of medical care for many Americans.
"How dare we in this country spend $87
billion on war when 44 million people have
no health insurance?" he said.
After the service at All Saints Church,

Robinson said he hopes people whodisagree
with his confirmation will remain within the
Episcopal Church, instead of breaking away.
"A church founded on unhappiness and
anger is not going to go very far," he said.
New Hampshire‘s Episcopalians elected
Robinson as bishop in June, and his selec—
tion was approved in August at the conven—
tion of the Episcopal Church USA. But his
consecration a week ago has threatened to
divide the Episcopal Church, the U.S. branch
ofAnglicanism.
On Nov. 3, overseas bishops who said
they represented 50 million of the world‘s
77 million Anglicans jointly announced they
were in a "state of impaired communion"
with the Episcopal Church — a step short of
declaring a full schism.
Conservatives within the U.S. church
have asked the Archbishop of Canterbury,
the spiritual head of the Anglican Church,
to authorize aseparate Anglican province for
them in North America.
Three conservative dioceses — Pittsburgh
and two in Texas — approved measures re—
flecting displeasure with Robinson‘s ap—
pointment.
The Pittsburgh diocese approved an

SUSAN
MACKENZIE

amendment aimed at allowing the diocese
to ignore some ofthe national church‘s poli—
cies. The Fort Worth diocese passed a reso—
lution repudiating Robinson‘s appointment.
The Northwest Texas diocese in Amarillo
decided individuals can ask to keep 2004
donations within the diocese rather than
sending part of them to a national Episcopa—
lian organization.
At a reception after the service, church—
goer Jack Jones said he was "all for"
Robinson.
"He‘s a real brave man, and intelligent,
and if people don‘t want to come to church
for him, let them go somewhere else," said
Jones, 64.
Elsewhere in the state, about half —the
members of the Episcopal parish in Roches—
ter walked out of Sunday services to protest
the dismissal of their interim minister, who
opposes Robinson‘s appointment.
Bishop Douglas Theuner of the Diocese
of New Hampshire removed the Rev. Donald
Wilson on Nov. 7 for insubordination when
Wilson refused to come to Concord to meet
with Theuner on the matter. Robinson will
automatically succeed Theuner when the
bishop retires next year.
Lisa Ball, a member of the group that left,
said the protest has nothing to do with ho—
mophobia. Theuner "decided to take our
priest away from us and didn‘t even ask us,‘

she said.
David Tyler, the junior warden of the
church and one of those who remained in—
side, said the parish was trying to resolve its
"disagreement."

Issues

Bishop Gene Robinson smiles aftergiving his
first service since becoming bishop recently.
Aobinson is the Episcopalians‘ first openly
gay bishop.
AP Photo/Jim Cole
The American Anglican Council, a na—
tional conservative group opposed to
Robinson‘s elevation, called on Theuner to
restore Wilson.
"Bishop Theuner‘s actions represent an
act of war against a small church of 100,"
AAC President Canon David Anderson said
in the statement.
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Man Who Tore Cover Off Gay Magazine
WILLIAMSBURG, Va. (AP)
— John Callaghan was so dis—
gusted by the cover of a national
gay and lesbian newsmagazine at
a library that featured two men
about to kiss, he said he ripped it
off and took it home with him.
Now he could face criminal
charges.
«
Library officials are deciding
whether to alert law enforcement
officials, revoke Callaghan‘s li—
brary privileges or take other dis—
ciplinary action against him.
"Anything of this nature is
treated seriously," said John
Moorman, director of the
Williamsburg Regional Library,
Callaghan, 77, said he got mad
when he saw the cover of The Ad—
vocate featuring a black man and a
white man, both bare—chested and
muscular, leaning in to kiss each
other.
"I thought of my grandchildren,

and I thought of impressionable
teenagers, so I took the cover off,"
Callaghan said.
Callaghan said he was offended
the magazine was available to
young people and that his tax dol—
lars were spent to put it there.
"They don‘t put Playboy in the li—
brary because it‘s considered im—
moral and indecent," he said.
Moorman said the library had
subscribed to the magazine since
2001 and this was the first time
anyone had desecrated it or com—
plained about it. He said the maga—
zine was added to the collection at
the request of people in the com—
munity.
"We represent all the taxpay—
ers," Moorman said. "We are a
community organization, and we
serve the whole community."
The Nov. 11 edition of The Ad—
vocate appeared on a magazine
rack also featuring sexually sug—

gestive pop singer Britney Spears
on the cover of Cosmopolitan and
a scantily clad Jessica Simpson,
also a pop singer, on the cover of
Rolling Stone.
Under Virginia law, willfully
destroying or damaging a maga—
zine in a library is a Class 1 mis—
demeanor, punishable by up to 12
. months in jail and up to $2,500 in
fines.
Callaghan said he didn‘t know
he broke the Jaw. When told he
could go to jail, he said, "It would
depend where they would send me
and if they had TV with football
on it, that would be important."
He said he still has the offen—
sive cover he ripped off. The li—
brary learned of the incident after
Callaghan approached a local
newspaper to complain about the
cover, but he said, "They don‘t
have witnesses that I did this."
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Suggests Public Evenly Split on Whether Gays
Can Change Sexual Orientation
_
By WillPress
LesterWriter 65—22 saying homosexuals can Younger adults were far more Americans with college degrees discrimination against homo—
Associated
change;
among Catholics
and riage,
likely to say they favor gay mar— were closely divided on the ques— sexuals.
mainline
Protestants
it
was
57—29
while those between ages 20 tion of gay marriage, with 49 per—
The poll of 1,515 adults was
WASHINGTON
(AP)
—
The
and
48—31,
respectively,
saying
and 30 were about evenly split. cent opposed and 44 percent in taken Oct. 15—19 by the Pew Re—
publicandis evenly
divided
onalterwhether
they.cannot.
search Center on behalf of the Pew
Opposition grew steadily as favor of allowing that option.
gays
lesbians
can
their
Roughly half those polled said Forum on Religion and Public Life.
The
poll
also
found
that
oppo—
people‘s age increased. Among
sexual orientation,
withlikelywhiteto sition to gay marriage has grown those in their 60s and 70s, oppo— they have unfavorable opinions of The survey has a margin of sam—
evangelicals
the
most
since
midsummer,
with
32 percent
nents outnumber supporters by gays and lesbians. But the survey pling error of plus or minus three
think
homosexuals
can
change,
a
favoring
it
and
59
percent
oppos—
found widespread opposition to percentage points.
more than 4—to—1.
pollInreleased
Nov.
18
found.
ing
it.
In
July,
53
percent
said
they
anotherfinding,
mostAmeri—
opposed
gay marriage.highest court
cans,
55
percent,
said
they
felt
ho—
Massachusetts‘
mosexuality
wasNine
a sin,in 10whilehighly33 ruled Nov. 18 that same—sex Massachusetts State Senator Cheryl
percent
did
not.
couples
arestate
legallyconstitution,
entitled to wed
committed
white
evangelicals
and
under
the
but Jacques Becomes HRC‘s Next
nearly
three—quarters
ofblack
Prot—
stopped
shortofallowingmarriage
estants
said homosexual behavior licenses to be issued to thecouples
was"Evangelicals
sinful.
who challenged
a ban on Judicial
gay mar— President and Executive Director
are
far
more
riage.
The
Supreme
likely toCatholics
say homosexuals
can Court‘s 4—3 ruling orderedthe state WASHINGTON — The Hu— cial security or pensions, there is down at the end of the year.
change,
and
mainline
Legislature
to180comedays.up with a so— man Rights Campaign announced great work to be done to protect and "Cheryl and Elizabeth have al—
Protestants
fall
in
the
middle
and
lution
within
Nov. 3 that Massachusetts State empower our community," said ready started working together to
more
secularpeople
aremost
likely
The
poll
reinforced
the
finding
Senator Cheryl Jacques (pro— Jacques.
ensure a smooth transition for the
toScottsay Keeter,
they cannot
change,"
said
that
religious
attitudes
sharply
af—
nounced
Jakes)
has
been
appointed
Jacques
has
served
in
the
Mas—
organization
and our members,"
a pollster
with
the fect feelings about gays. Those by the HRC Board of Directors and sachusetts State Senate since 1992, said HRC Foundation
Board Co—
Pew
Research
Center
for
the
with
a
high
level
ofreligious
com—
the
HRC
Foundation
Board
to
be
and
has
a
reputation
for
being
a
vi—
Chair
Lawrie
Demorest.
"Elizabeth
People
&
the
Press,
which
con—
mitment
oppose
gay
marriage
by
the
organization‘s
next
president
sionary
leader
and
a
strong
bipar—
has
been
an
outstanding
leader,
and
ducted
the survey on attitudes 80 percent to 12 percent.
and
executive
director.
The
an—
tisan
coalition
builder.
Jacques
was
is
leaving
an
indelible
mark
in
aboutThehomosexuals.
Fourwouldin five
ofto those
whoPresi—
say nouncement came after a vote by selected by HRC‘s executive hearts and minds of so many in thisthe
poll‘s
figures:
Overall,
42
they
vote
re—elect
the full boards on Nov. 2 in Den— search committee after an exhaus— country."
percent
said
homosexuals
can
dent
Bush
oppose
gay
marriage,
ver.
tive 10—month search.
"Serving as the executive direc—
change,
42
percent
said
they
can—
while
those
who
prefer
that
a
"When
we
work
for
gay,
les—
"We
send
our
profound
thanks
tor
and president of this amazing
not
and
16
percent
said
they
didn‘t
Democrat
win
the
presidency
are
bian,
bisexual
and
transgender
to
the
search
committee
and
board
organization
has been the thrill and
know. Among evangelicals it was evenly split on the question.
equality, we are working for a members who worked so tirelessly honor ofa lifetime. I‘m sogladto
Poll

stronger America," said Jacques.
"From the—genesis=ofthisnation;
GLBT Americans have been an
important part of this country‘s fab—
ric making important contributions
at every level of our society. We
have to continue HRC‘ tradition
of taking that message to Middle
America."
"At every age and at every level
GLBT people face challenges be—
cause our laws discriminate against
them. From children in schools
who face daily taunting and teas—
ing, to seniors who face awful
choices without full access to so—

on this multifaceted search. This be leaving—HRC_as a SULOAGs®—«——
selection was many
in.the..... muscled. organization, ready to
making, and called on the com— meet the challenges ahead, and in
bined efforts of so many of HRC‘s Cheryl‘s very capable hands," said
best and brightest leaders," said Birch.
HRC Board Co—Chair Tim Boggs.
The Human Rights Campaign is
"We had an outstanding pool of the largest national lesbian and gay
top—notch candidates for the job. It political organization with mem—
was a difficult decision, but we bers throughout the country. It lob—
firmly believe that Cheryl has the bies Congress, provides campaign
right mix of experience and vision support and educates the public to
to write this next chapter in our ensure that lesbian, gay, bisexual
civil rights history."
and transgender Americans can be
Jacques will start work with open, honest and safe at home, at
HRC when Elizabeth Birch, the work and in the community.
organization‘s current leader, steps

The first
cup‘s
on us!

uys are waiting.
Those who are
1—900—825—4500

unvammwe {and their partners)

amwromstoam
(901) 272—0855

fundedin part by the MedSouth AIDS Fund
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Indie Film

Talented

Looking for

People

Triple Sticks Productions, is
currently in pre—production on an
independent film and is looking for
talented people to work with them.
The project, tentatively titled,
Slow Down... You‘re Dating Too
Fast takes a look at a group of
adults and their lives through dat—
ing. It has humor and adult themes
but is not an adult film.
Anyone working on the project,
must sign a deferment contract be—
cause at this time there is no pay
involved. Everyone will be fed
during filming and each will re—
ceive a copy ofthe project once it‘s
completed.
‘The tentative time frame calls
for the project to begin shooting
over consecutive weekends in
April and through part of May.
Shooting will take place on week—
ends and some Friday evenings and
producers expect to keep to a pretty
rigid schedule.
Rehearsals will primarily be on
weekends and possibly some eve—
nings. This is a very unique project
for several reasons. First, the
screenplay will be developed
through rehearsals. There is a story
line that will be followed, but the
actual dialogue will be developed
through rehearsals very much like
Mike Leigh‘s Secrets and Lies and
Triple Sticks‘ latest successful
film;;Dog. Me: Potluck» \Thecfilm
will also follow a modified version
of the Dogme95 rules: of produc—
tion, focusing more on the story
and performances rather: than the
special effects most commonly
used in motion pictures today.
As for crew, there will be a very
tight crew on this project. There

will be four or five key positions
in addition to two associate produc—
ers who will work directly with the
producer/director. Triple Sticks is
looking for excitement and enthu—
siasm first, production experience
second.
o
If you are interested in audition—
ing for an acting role please follow
these instructions:
1. Send a cover letter
2. A photo (headshots preferred,
but any will—do) —
3. A résumé
4. A phone number where you
can be contacted
5. E—mail address
If you are interested in a crew
position:
1. Send a letter expressing your
interest
»
2. A résumé if available
3. A phone number where you
can be contacted
4. E—mail address
For both the crew and cast po—
sitions, mail all of the above infor—
mation to Triple Sticks Productions
(do not e—mail), 7035 S. Estacada
Way, Cordova, TN 38018
All headshots and résumés must
be received by Dec. 12. If you are
selected for an audition, you will
be contacted with further instruc—
tions no later than December 19th.
Auditions are tentauvcly scheduled

EntertainerLiza Minellli is carriedto the stage on a bierby fourmen to present the awardfor ‘Biggest Gay Hero‘
to Queer Eye Fab Five during taping of ‘VH1 Big in 2003‘ awards ceremony Nov. 20, at the Universal
AP Photo/Kevork Djiansezian
Amphitheater, in Universal City, Calif.
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2003”

Sunday, Wednesda
and Thursday Nights
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Nights __

_

7?pm—8pm Draft Beer es
Happy Hour Long Necks 7:pm to 8:pm

for Sat., Jan«10:
t
If you don‘t want to have fun,
work hard, meet great people and
work long hours for no money,
please do not apply. This project is
for those who love the process...
love the people... and want to do
something worthwhile.

~~» Customer

Apprecwtlon Giveaway

m B Drawmgs for Hats, T-Shfﬂs, etc... Come on out and party !!

Gay & Lesbian
mp 5
v ne atﬂﬂgjm
§ Es ht.

Switchboard

ETs

Withyour gnends Ej4 %§@ Qé

278—4297
24 Hours a Day

#

A service of the

1

_ Memphis Gay &
Lesbian Comma/My Center

# at 11:30 pm & 21:00 am
g Neck Specials 7:pm to 9:pm

Live performances by
The TOS Rotating Cast

ﬁrmg yam ocdsegues“
No Wine, Pre—mixes, efg ...

_

oni er pm

inonmme mmnet( __

Mike Nichols

pases

ropeanmme

mena

e

Directs

Angels in America for HBO
HBO Films will present An—
gels in America, directed by Mike
Nichols from Tony Kushner‘s
adaptation of his own Tony— and
Pulitzer Prize—winning play, as an
epic two—part, six—hour movie
event. Part one, The Millennium
Approaches, and part two,
Perestroika, will debut on HBO
in December. Al Pacino, Meryl
Streep and Emma Thompson star,
along with Mary—Louise Parker,
Jeffrey Wright, Justin Kirk, Ben

—

Shenkman, Patrick Wilson and
James Cromwell, with featured
performances by Michael Gambon
and Simon Callow.
Angels in America is the first
project to be developed by Mike
Nichols. Together with executive
producer Cary Brokaw (who
teamed with Nichols for the
Emmy®—winning HBO .Films pro—
duction Wit), as part of the previ—
ously announced first—look deal
with HBO for original and adapted

MASSAGE

—

BY

OML
NATIONALLY CERTIFIED MASSAGE THERAPIST
SWEDISH/DEEP TISSUE — HOT STONE THERAPY
IN/OUT CALLS

161—7977
BY APPOINTMENT

GIFT CERTIFICATES

his Nichols
blockbusterdirectedshowAnnie.
his firstWoolf?,
film,
Who‘s
Afraid
of
Virginia
in 1966,foranfor Academy
which he Award®
was nomi—for
nated
Best
Director,
andforwhichEliza—
beth
Taylor
won
aInBest1967,Actress
Academy
Award®.
he di—he
rected
The
Graduate,
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wontheAcademyAward®forBest
Directot,
thethe Directors
Guild
Award
and
New
York
Film
CriticsHis Award.
subsequent
films
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Catch:22,
Carnal
Knowledge,
Silkwood(Best
DirectorAcademy
Award®nomination),
WorkingAward®
Girl
(Best
Director
Academy
nomination),
Postcardsfrom
the
Edge,
Regarding
Henry
and
Wolf.
""Hewas
reunited
with onformer—The~~~
collaborator
Elaine
May
Birdcage
and Primary Colors,
whichMaywroteandNicholspro—
ducedNicholsdirectedEmmaThomp—
and directed.
sonof Wit,in thewhichHBOwonFilmshimproduction
the 2001
Emmy
Award®
for
Outstanding
Directing
forasa well
Miniseries,
Movie
oraSpecial,
as
the
Emmy®
for Outstanding Made for Televi—
sionMovie—NicholsandThomp—
son
also
received
the
2001
r
o
t
f
s
a
e
HumanitasAwardforBestScreen—
f
J
playTonyfor Wit.Kushner (writer) won
| Frignds
back—to—back
Tony
Awards
in
1993
and
1994
for
his
two—part
epic
dramaAngels
inAmerica:A
Gay
Fantasia
on
National
Themes.
The
first
part
ofAngels
inApproaches,
America, titledalsoMillennium
won the
Mon. Dec. 1 £15
Pulitzer
Prize
for
drama.
Otherplaysby
Kushnerinclude
A(ThinkingAbouttheLongstanding
Bright
Room CalledDay,
Slays
ProblemsLa Finof Virtue
and Happi—An
6 p.m., Dinner at 6:30 p.m.
ness),
de
la
Baleine:
St. John‘s United Methodist Church
OperafortheApocalypse, Yes Yes
NoNoandadaptationsoftheplays
(Peabody & Bellevue)
The Illusion,
byPierre17thCorneille,
century
French
dramatist
byRussianwriter
Feastfor Friendsand isaffected
a servicecommunity
of Friendsincluding
For life people
forthe andTheDybbuk,
Shloime
Anski.
HIV—infected
«
He
has
also
directed
plays
in
living
with
HIVorAIDS,
theirfriends,
caregivers,
family
theatres
throughout
the
United
States. Moreacclaimed
recently,playKushneris
areandfriends.Whilethedinnerisfree,thosewhoareable
requestedto make adonationto offsetexpenses. © critically
Home—
body/KabulwasperformedinNew
_AdvertisingspacedonatedasapublicserviceoftheTriangleJournalNews York and London.

material for TV long—form projects. Drama Desk Awards and three
Newsweek hailed the stage pro— Outer Crities Circle Awards.
duction of ANGELS IN AMERICA
Mike Nichols (director, execu—
observing, "The entire work is the tive producer) won his first of
broadest, deepest, most searching seven Tony Awards for Barefoot
American play of our time." In late in the Park. He then directed an un—
~— 1998, Londonis National Theatre precedented string of hits that in—
selected ANGELS IN AMERICA as cluded: The Knack, Luv (Best
one ofthe 10 best plays ofthe cen— Director Tony), The Odd ‘Couple
tury.
(Best Director Tony), The Apple
The two parts of ANGELS. IN Tree, Plaza Suite (Best Director
AMERICA won a variety of presti— Tony), Prisoner of Second Avenue
gious theater awards during their (Best Director Tony), The Gin
Broadway runs in 1993 and 1994. Game (1978 Pulitzer Prize) and
Millennium Approaches won four Streamers (New Y ork Drama Crit—
Tony Awards, for Play (Tony ics Award).
Kushner), Director (George C.
He directed successful revivals
Wolfe), Actor (Ron Leibman) and of The Little Foxes and Uncle
Featured Actor (Stephen Spinella), Vanya, and the U.S. productions of
as well as the Pulitzer Prize for , Comedians, as. well.as. The Real 4
Drama, five Drama Desk Awards, Thing (Best Director Tony),
and the New York Drama Critics‘ Hurlyburly, Social Security, Wait—
Circle Award. Perestroika won ing for Godot and Death and the
three 1994 Tony Awards, for Play Maiden.
(Tony Kushner), Actor (Stephen
As a theatrical producer, he pre—
Spinella) and Featured Actor (Jef— sented Whoopi Goldberg on
frey Wright), as well as three Broadway and won the Tony for

j
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As other denominations

1,*

—

tell you, "No,"

we continue to proclaim
a joyous "YES!"

First Congregational
UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST

An Open and Affirming Church
celebrating the image of God in every person
and the sacred value ofevery human life
Come and visit us in our new location
in the Cooper—Young neighborhood!
1000 South Cooper
Worship Sundays at 10:30
www.firstcongo.com

Classes at 9:30 a.m.
278—6786
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MEMPHIS‘ FINEST AND MOST COMPLETE
ADULT ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS
DVD/VIDEO RENTALS AND SALES,
PREVIEW BOOTHS AND VIDEO ARCADES
Warehouse
#1» 683—9649
(East)
791Fantasy
N. White(Body
Station
Rd.
Jewelry)
Executive
South
(South)
1847
E. Brooks
Rd.
»
(Mini—Theatre)345—0825
Fantasy
#4 (North)
2532 N.Warehouse
Watkins » 358—8642

OPENMon.,
6 DAYS
Sat.
8
a.m.
—
12
Midnight
andchecksaccepted
Fantasy Warehouse#1at and #4only Closed Sundays and Holidays
ms pope sus cus a on s ann a uus yon nae a uns

HYPNOTHERAPY
* Stop Smoking
* Weight Loss / Eating Disorders °
* Memory and Study Skills
* Stress and Anxiety
* Sexual Dysfunction
* PTSD (Post Traumatic Stress Disorder)
PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES
* Individual Therapy
* Group Therapy
* Adolescent Therapy
* Marriage & Family Therapy
Office Hours by Appointment
Insurance Accepted
EricCassius, LPC, CHT
815 Mt. Moriah Road
685—5491
caish@aol.com
fa mos aos k an as an ale aol.

Women‘s RicnHts * Raciat Equauty * Gay RigHts

w
* Repropuctive Ricnts * Environmentat Protection
* Nonviotrence * Genper Equauty * Worker‘s RicHts
«HUMAN RIGHTS
If any of theseissues are important to you and you
want to become an active vehicle for change, join the
WOMEN‘S ACTION COALITION
WAC meetings are held every second and fourth Sunday night
at 6:30 PM at First Congregational Church, 1000 $. Cooper,
Memphis, TN 38104 (park in the back off Blythe)
IF you HAVE ANY QUESTIONS, E—maAit AmuLLNs]@mempPHis.EDU _
y Advertising space donatedas apublic service ofthe Triangle JournalNews

Free Personals

—

Personal ads are afree service to our readers — Please limit
them to 30 words or less:. We request that ads be submitted in
writing via postal or e—mail. Ads will generally run one time
only, but may be resubmitted each month. Mail to Triangle Jour—
nal News, P.O. Box 11485, Memphis, TN 38111 or e—mail them
to memphisTJN@ aol.com. Ads deemed too explicit may
be edited.
Asian American Female, 25
looking for friends, to club hop,
movies, and enlightening con—
versation. Open to male, fe—
male, gay, straight, or bi very
open minded. Race is no issue.
If this sounds like you and
you like to make new friends
then
e—mail
me
at
goddess_kami@hotmail.com
Prof. GF 39,seeks femme or
soft butch between 30—50 years
old. I1 seek a secure woman
who loves home and garden,
but likes to go out occasionally
and live it up. Ilove the midtown
and downtown area for enter—
tainment. | love to sit out on
restaurant patios by candlelight,
but I can also stay at home and
have a beer in my own bar. If
you like to travel, go to movies,
take walks by the river, antique
and thrift shop or just sit on the
porch and talk, reply to this ad at
kuteone38@yahoo.com. —You
never know where it could lead.
Transsexual, 47, attractive,
tall, blonde, non—smoker. Wish
to meet professional non—
smoker, tall male for dating,
dining,movies, etc. Possible
LTR, serious only. call Lora,
leave message. 901—353—4172.
WF, 26, in search of friends
to go to movies, theatre, clubs
and just have great conversa—
tions. If you are interested in
meeting a new friend, e—mail me
at MidSummerNiRain@cs.com.
__ Nicelooing 32 y/o whitemale,
511", 170. Searching for hung
masculine men only. If you love
hot long oral sessions, I‘m your

mouth. Midtown area. Serious
only. Need big meat today. Call
201—1088. As for B.J. Have XXX
movies to trade
Fem BF, 33 seeks employed
fem or soft butch female 25—45
for special friendship and
intelligent conversation. Race is
open.
E—mail
me
at
nubrown2000 @ yahoo.com.
GWM, 46 yrs. (looks 36 yrs),
6‘, 195 lbs, hairy, buzz cut, me:
dium build, hazel eyes, 6". Versa—
tile. I like BBQs, cooking, beer,
shooting pool, darts, movies
(XXX), working out. Looking for
GWM, well endowed with similar
interests; any age, smooth or
hairy, muscular. No fats, fems.
Call John (901) 452—0411. Leave
message to contact.
Professional, dominant,
GWM, 39, into spanking, bond—
age, shaving, endless sex, toys
and— more. I enjoy casino gam—
bling, shooting pool and fine din—
ing. ISO obedient 18—22 Y/0 GWM
smooth body with boyish looks
and mannerism about 140 Ibs. No
fats, femmes or drag queens, no
diseases. Skinny a plus. Serious
inquiries only, please. Mr. Paul
870—0457.
_ I‘d like to meet a gay female
between 35—50 years old. | am a
soft femme. I‘d like to meet a
female with a good sense of hu—
mor who can make me laugh; has
intellect; likes to travel; go danc—
ing; attend plays; likes poetry and
art; has days free, likes the out—
doors. If this is you, then e—mail
me at tedjds@ bellsouth.net
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BOOKS

by Shannon Yarbrough

Holiday Outings
The Yuletide season has come
again and chances are you haven‘t
finished your holiday shopping

You spent over a
week just planning
the wine list for
your Christmas
party, and the two
weeks before that
were spent decorat—
ing the apartment
and putting up your
nine Christmas
trees. Your shopping list is only
half—complete and you have no idea
how to finish. Well, a quick trip to
your local bookstore —stand alone,
in your favorite shopping mall or
on line — will have you checking
off that list in no time.
Did you spend too much money
on your new winter wardrobe and
forgot to set aside some for your
favorite charity? The Sweater
Book, by Stephen Mosher, is a
project filled with warmth and love,
and proceeds from it will benefit
— AIDS charities. It is a beautiful cof—

fee—table book with pages filled
with Hollywood hunks, respected
authors, fashion icons, and music
legends who all
have one thing in
common: the cardi—
gan sweater each
donned for the
photo shoot. Every
black—and—white
photo distills the
personality of its
subject, as so many
favorite celebrities wrap themselves
in the same funky
sweater, each in his
or her own unique
style.
And
for
the
Barbra or Judy fans
(or impersonators) on
your list, there are
two new books per—
fect for filling their
stockings!
The
Barbra Streisand
Scrapbook, by Allison J. Waldman,
is a bevy of pictures from every

moment in Barbra‘s stage, movie
and music career. You will also
meet her entire family; find out
where and what she studied; get a
complete list of her major awards
and an A to Z of people who have
played a part in her life.
Then there is Judy Garland: A
Portrait in Art & Anecdote, by John
Fricke. This is the first survey of
her career that has been written
with the full support of her family,
and it features an introduction by
her daughter Lorna Luft. It also in—
cludes more than
400 absolutely
wonderful, never
before published
images: photo—
graphs,
studio
memorabilia, per—
sonal mementos
from the Garland
estate, and more.
For the Queer
as Folk fan who
has been lost waiting for the next
season to begin, I highly recom—

$2 millin annus budget
only 15.6 % lé ad "mtrative

Of our

84¢OF~E ERY DOLLAR
= TOFFLIS L SED TO
YOU DONA
SUPPORT THE MANYPROGER AMS ...
e Housing Services — Th Positive
Aloysius H

THIS MEANS THA

Living Center »‘Weliness University— Free HIV Testing
Food Pantry « Buddy Program — Feast For Friends
Positively InCharge — Case Management
Support Groups /The Haven — Outta h
Transportatlon * PreventionFor Posi ives
‘aas ‘Educat‘ on & Prevenr{fan

THATHELPM RE THAN 1,200 CHILDREN,
WOMEN ND MEN AFFECTED BY HIV/AIDS
TO LIVE HEA THIER & MORE DIGNIFIED LIVES

Thank You For Your Support Throughout The Year!
i
(901) 272—0855
www.FriendsForLifeCorp.org
perfect description of you!
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mend Never
Tear Us Apart,
by
Quinn
Brockton. Brian
and Michael are
back in the sec—
ond novel based
on the Showtime
hit, and this
time, their circle
of friends wid—
ens. Brian heads
off to college
where he meets
Lindsay, who is
just discovering
her sexuality.
Michael ends up
leaving college
to return home to
help his Mom
take» care of
Uncle Vic. And
Emmett has just
arrived in Pitts—
burgh to get in
n he fineaio
in e oancnd

Babylo§,}if ws
missed the first
book, Every
Nine Seconds,
pick it up too for
an extra gift that
might
have
missed your list.
For those of
you who have
friends"that pre—
fer the Sunday
comics to a
lengthy novel,
these next two

And for the fiction fans and
books are perfect for them. Glen
Hanson and Allan Neuwirth‘s book club members, I have two fi—
comic strip has taken the gay world nal selections to offer. This Wild Si—
by storm and is syndicated in maga— lence, by Lucy Jane Bledsoe,
zines and newspapers all across the brings us a haunting story about a
devastating secret
globe. Known to you
#
kept between two
as Chelsea Boys, this
sisters. Christine is
book is 128 pages of
a doctor with no
fun, following the
time for the women
three outrageous
with whom she falls
roommates living in
in love. Liz is mar—
the heart of New
ried to her high
York‘s trendy neigh—
school sweetheart,
borhood. And for the
and seems to have
girls,
Alison
the perfect life.
B each doce l! s
However, the two
groundbreaking
~ sisters are partners
comic is back in its
in a pact of lies
tenth volume of
about the disappear—
strips. Dykes follows
an array of current events and pop ance of their little brother thirty
culture that affect a group of lesbi— years ago. Now, a winter expedi—
ans who are just trying to live their tion in the mountains turns into a
storm of painful admissions when
lives.
Will there be someone at your the sisters are trapped during a bliz—
party sporting a tee that says, zard.
Lastly, Rainbow High, by Alex
"Ellen is Everywhere?" She is!
From the voice of Dory in Disney‘s Sanchez, is the follow—up to his hit
Finding Nemo, to her own hit talk novel, Rainbow Boys. Closeted
jock Jason‘s com—
show, it seems Ellen
ing out could cost
is popping up every—
him a scholarship to
where just after her
Tech. His boyfriend
second HBO comedy
Kyle is being pres—
special. One reason
sured by his parents
why we adore Ellen
to go to Princeton
is because she is al—
instead of Tech
ways willing to poke
with Jason. And
fun at herself, which
Nelson waits in fear
is just what she does
for the results of an
in her new book, The
HIV test.In the first
Funny Thing Is.
book, they faced
Dreams. Relation—
coming out and;be—
ships. Prison. Ellen
ing hated by every—
covers it all with her —
hilarious observations on topics one, or staying closeted andhating
from the logical to the absurd. She themselves. Now, the three gay
even recites a eulogy for her cof— friends travel down one more path
fee addiction. For Ellen fans, this of their gay teen lives. Both of these
books are a fresh read for anyone
is definitely a must—have!
For the photography queen who who came out in high school, or
is obsessed with photos of male may be coming out now for the first
nudes, I suggest a gorgeous coffee— time.
So, there you have it! Your
table book of photographs by
Stefan May, simply titled Men. Christmas list is complete, and
This collection of highly erotic hopefully you picked up a few ex—
photos captures all the beauty of tra copies to add to your own col—
men, together and solo. You can lection. Because once the holidays
practically feel each rippling are over and the garland has come
muscle and the heat rising from down, what better way to enjoy the
winter than with a
them. This explicit
warm fire, a hot cup
book will defi—
of coffee, and a good
nitely make more
book!
f
rounds at your
[Shannon is obvi—
party than the cute
ously too modest to
cocktail waiters.
suggest it, but we
But don‘t forget
aren‘t. Shannon‘s
about your best
own book, The Other
friend, the gym
Side of What is a
guru. Even though
gay—themed novel
he may not be able
set in Memphis we
to read well, there
are sure you and your
is even a book for
friends will enjoy. It
him. Fit Together,
is available at your
by Eddy Giocolea
and Berg Arruda, is an erotic work— local bookstore or at xlibris. com.
out in which partners work out us— — Eds.]
Shannon L. Yarbrough livedin
ing only each other‘s resistance. In
more than 100 photos, the gorgeous Memphis for six years. He now
author and his partner demonstrate lives in St. Louis, Missouri. Ques—
over thirty exercises that will get tions or comments about these
you toned in no time. You may books or others you have read?
Shannon
at
want to borrow this book for your— Contact
MisterYarbs@msn.com.
self after the holidays are over.

Calendar Listings in Bold type take place at
GLBT venues or are specifically
GLBT—related
Calendar Listings in Non—bold type take place at GLBT—
friendly venues or are of interest
_ to the GLBT community

Send calendar information to
one of the following:
E—mail
TJNcalendar@yahoo.com
Regular Mail
PO. Box 11485
Memphis, TN 38111

son Bhim

SPECIAL
EVENTS
Saturday, November 29th
* Fourth Annual Leatherman‘s
Reunion Dinner — XYZ Club
(Watkins and Overton Park) —
7pm
*Tsarus Club Night — Pumping
Station — 10pm
ze
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WEEKLY ACTIVITIES
SUNDAY CHURCH SERVICES
A
*Open Heart Community of Faith — Bible Study & Worship Celebration
— North End of First Congregational (1000 South Coooper) — (901)
323—3514 — Iam
Holy Trinity Community Church — Sunday School and Holy
Worship Service & Children‘s Church — (901) 320—9376 —

HTCCMemphis@aol.com — 9:45am and 11am
*First Congregational Church — Sunday School, Café Congo, and
Worship Service — (901) 278—6786 — 9:30am, 10am, and 10:30am
*Prescott Church — Sunday School & Worship Service — (901) 327—8479
— 9:30am & 10:45am
*Living Word Christian Church — Morning and Evening Worship
Services — (901) 452—6272 — 10am and 6pm
WEDNESDAY CHURCH SERVICES
*Taizé — First Congregational Church — (901) 278—6786 — 6pm
«Prescott Church — Fellowship Dinner & Christian Life Study and
Discussion — (901) 327—8479 — 6pm & 6:45pm
Holy Trinity Community Church — Fellowship Supper and Bible
Study — (901) 320—9376 — 6pm & 7pm
«Living Word Christian Church — Worship Service — (901) 452—6272 —
7pm
°Opcn Heart Commumty‘ofFaith"A Coursein Miracles" — Study
Group — North End of First Congregational (1000 South Cooper) —
(901) 323—3514 — 7:30pm
SUNDAYS
*Tea Dance — Metro — 4pm
*Brothers & Sisters Bowling League — Winchester Bowl — (901) 722—
5236 or MemphisGayBowlin@aol.com — 6pm
*Pool Tournament — Pumping Station — 6pm
*AA Meeting — Community Center — 278—4297 — 8pm
*Sissy Bingo — Crossroads — 8pm
*After ParE
Set Sundays — Paragon — 9pm

*Queer As Folk — Metro — 9pm
*Lights Out, Everything Goes — J—Wag‘s — 10pm
._ *Drag Show — Backstreet — 11pm

MONDAYS
*Monday Night at the Movies — Sponsored by Holy Trinity Commu—
nity Church — Bartlett Cinema 10 — 6:45pm
*Plus Support Group — Community Center (901) 278—4297 —
7:30pm _
*Pool Tournament — The Jungle — 7:30pm
*Dart Tournament — Pumping Station — 7:30pm
*Dart Tournament — One More — 8pm
«Karaoke Night — Metro — 10prm
TUESDAYS
«Di Anne Price — Wang‘s Mandarin House (Park Place Mall) — 6pm
*The Caring Group — Relaxation and destressing by subtle energy

WEDNESDAYS
«Dart Tournament — The Jungle — 7:30pm
*Midtown Round—Up — Country Dance Night— Crossroads — 8pm
«Ink & Metal Nite — Show your tats and piercings for specnals
—

Pumping Station — All Day
»Lights Out — Come Party inthe Dark — Metro
THURSDAYS
«Cotton Pickin‘ Squares — Holy Trinity Community Church — (901)
438—2427 — 7:30pm
*Dart Tournament — J—Wag‘s — 8pm
*Karaoke — Paragon — 9pm
«Karaoke Night — Allusions Entertainment Center — 9:30—11:30pm
*Star Karaoke— Crossroads — 10pm
«Amateur Show — Metro — 11:30pm
FRIDAYS
*First Congo Films — First Congregational Church — (901) 278—6786 —
7pm & 9pm
e MGLCC Coffeehouse Nights — Community Center — (901) 278—
4297 — 7pm
Seriously Sober — Holy Trinity Community Church — (901) 320—
9376
«Di Anne Price — Cielo — 8pm
Karaoke — One More — 8pm
*»Pool Tournament — Crossroads — 8pm
*Ladies Night — Allusions Entertainment Center — 10pm
*Late Nite Beer Bust — Pumping Station — 10pm
\ _eDrag Show — Backstreet — Midnight
Drag Show — J—Wag‘s — Jam
SATURDAYS
«Camp Fire USA — First Congregational Church — (901) 327—0438 or
CampFireMemphis@yahoo.com — 10am
*Live and Let Live on Cooper Street — Community Center — (901)
278—4297 — 6pm
*Saturday Nites at the Gaiety — Movie Night — Community Center —
(901) 278—4297 — 7pm
*Di Anne Price — Cielo — 8pm
*Pool Tournament — J—Wag‘s — 9pm
*Supershows — Allusions Entertainment Center — 10:30pm &
12:15am
*Drag Show — Backstreet — Midnight & Jam
*Drag Show — J—Wag‘s — Jam

Bill Johns

Larry Timmerman
Antique

practices — Holy Trinity Community Church — (901) 320—9376 — 7pm
*Lesbians with Breast Cancer — Support Group — YWCA (766 South
Highland) — 7pm
*Dart Tournament — Crossroads — 7:45pm
*Pool Tournament — One More — 8:30pm
«Karaoke Night — Metro — 10pm
«Karaoke Night — J—Wag‘s — 11pm

CHarehouse

#¥lall

2563 Summer Avenue
Memphis, TN 38112
(901)323—0600
AUNTIQMEM@AOL.COM
Members of American Cut Glass Association
We Buy and Sell Estates

Welcome
5855.
TN 38111
Phone: 30
Website Address:
WWW
Clnth Olee,im

o

Pastor: Mlmgmmmmmmom

Sunday, November 30th
*GALAH{bay & Lesbian

Atheists and Humanists) —
Community Center — (901)
327—2677 or
MemphisGALAH@yahoo.com
2pm

Monday, December 1st
World AIDS Day
*Feast for Friends — Hosted by
Friends For Life — St. John‘s
United Methodist Church —
(901) 272—0855 — 6pm
Tuesday, December 2nd
Wednesday, December 3rd
*2xLambda — First Wednesday
Outing — Movie Night —
Community Center — (901)
223—3331 — 7pm
*The Gathering — Allusions
Entertainment Complex — 7pm
Soul in the Woods — Club
Allusions — 7pm
Thursday, December 4th
PFLAG — Prescott Church —
(901) 761—1444 — 7pm
Friday,

December 5th

{lass with Special.
Invitation to GLBTs — St.
Patrick‘s Cathedral — 7pm
Saturday, December 6th
Tennessee
ther Tribe —
Pumping Station
*L. Joann Rhea: Handpainted
Glassware — The White Gardenia
— 4pm
*Free movie: The Opposite ofSex
MGLCC — 7pm
*Aphrodite Benefit Show for
Loving Arms — One More —
8pm
Sunday, December 7th
Pearl Harbor
Remembrance Day
*Vincent Astor 50th Birthday
Celebration — MGLCC — 2—
5pm
*»2xLambda — Second Sunday
Social — (901) 223—3331
Monday, December 8th
»Jackson Lambda Support
Group — Jackson, TN + Davis—
Kidd Conference Room — Gpm
Friends for Life Coffee Shop —
Call 901—272—0855 for
Location — 6—8pm

Worship Service
11:00AM
—
Wednesday Night
Study
7:00PM

Tuesday, December 9th
*Gay Parents‘ Group — Commu—
nity Center — (901) 278—4297 —
6pm

Cotton Pickin‘ Squares

Wednesday, December 10th

Thursday Evenings

HOLY TRINITY COMMUNITY CHURCH
THE REV. TIMOTHY MEADOWS, M.OY.. PASTOR
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Thursday, December 11th
*Parents Together — Support Group
for GLBT Parents — Holy Trinity
Community Church — (901)
320—9376 — 7pm
Friday, December 12th
«Motley Blue — Communi
Center — (901) 278—4297 —
9:30pm
Saturday, December 13th
*Silent Auction — Mystic Krewe
of Memphis United —The
Parkview, 1914 Poplar, The
Azalea Room — 3—6pm
*Free Movie: La Cage Trilogy —
MGLCC — 6pm

Krewe of Hathor — MGLCC —
3—6pm
*»Loving Arms Open House —
11 South Idlewild — 3—6pm
*Feast for Friends — Hosted by
Friends For Life — St. John‘s
United Methodist Church —
(901) 272—0855 — 6pm
@WAC (Women‘s Action Coali—
tion) — First Congregational
Church — 1000 South Cooper —
amullns@memphis.edu —
6:30pm
Monday, December 15th
Ad & Copy Deadline for the
January 2004 TJN
*Feast for Friends — Hosted by
Friends For Life — St. John‘s
United Methodist Church —
(901) 272—0855 — 6pm

Sunday, December 14th —
*Afertoon Tea with the Noble

Front Street
a mmo nw >

.
.
.
.

Businesses and
Other Points of Interest
jAloysius Home
Circuit Playhouse
Dabbles
Friends for Life
Inz & Outz
MGLCC
iPlayhouse on the Square

R

—

M

ﬁd Street
3rd Street
*
4th Street
§
3

Danny

Thomas}? ‘di...@

wees

Z
®5

~

680—9218 or (901) 278—4297 — 7pm

Tuesday, December 16th
«AIDS Consortium Meeting —
United Way Building (Union
Avenue) — 11:30am
*Integrity Worship, Dinner, and
Program — $10 — Calvary _,
Episcopal Church — (901) 278—
8915 or (901) 374—9484 —
6:30pm, 7pm, & 7:45pm
Lambda Circle — First Congre—
gational Church — (901) 278—
6786 — 6:30pm

Friday, December 19th
Hanukkah Begins at Sundown
*Som‘pin‘s Hapnin‘ — Benefit for SPIT & MGLCC — Madison Flame —
10:30pm

Saturday, December 20th
January TJN Due Out
*Drop Off a Toy for Loving Arms — One More & Madison Flame—
Volunteers needed to deliver toys — Call 901—725—6730
* LGCJ (Lesbian & Gay Coalition for Justice) — General Meeting —
Community Center — (901) 278—4297 — 2pm
Wednesday, December 17th
— *Stonewall Democrats — General Meeting — Community Center —
Support Group —
(901) 278—4297 — 2pm
Jonesboro — 7pm
eMGLCC January Birthday Potluck Dinner — Bring a dish to share —
Community Center — (901) 278—4297 — 6pm
Thursday, December 18th
«Home for the Holidays:— Potluck Dinner & Presentation on
January 2004 TJN Due Out
Hannnukah — 6pm
*Gay & Lesbian Book Club —
*Free Movie: The Birdcage — MGLCC — 7pm
Community Center — (901)
*Mirror Image — TG/TS Social & Support Group — Holy Trinity
Community Church —
Clubs and Restaurants
MirrorImage_TG@yahoo.com — 8pm
1. Backstreet
2. Bogie‘s Delicatessen
3. Crossroads
fume |
Sunday, December 21st
4. J—Wag‘s
«Log Cabin Republicans — General Meeting — Com—
5. Lorenz
munity Center — (901) 278—4297 — 2pm
6. Madison Flame
pre
7. Mélange*
(Women‘s Action Coalition) — First Congrega—
8. Metro Memphis
joue ;
tional Church — 1000 South Cooper —
9. One More
amullns@memphis.edu — 6:30pm
10. P & H Cafe*
. Paragon Lounge
._ Pumping Station
Monday, December 22nd

13. The Jungle

‘Jttnter Solstice
*Friends for Life Coffee Shop — Call 901—272—0855
for Location — 6—8pm
Pagan Celebration — MGLCC — 7pm
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Tuesday, December 23rd
*Terryl‘s Big Birthday Bash — Allusions Club — 10pm
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N. Claybrook
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Wednesday, December 24th
Christmas Eve

I€
E&
|3

Thursday, December25th _
lk
Christmas Day

5

Friday, December 26th —=————~<_
Kwanza Begins
*Kwanza Presentation — MGLCC — 7pm
*2xLambda — Fourth Friday Fun — (901) 223—3331 —
7pm
Blue — Community Center — (901) 278—4297
— 9:30pm

G

Cleveland St.

N. Avalon
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Saturday, December 27th
*Free Movie: The Hours — MGLCC — 7pm
Sunday, December 28th
*GALAH (Gay & Lesbian Atheists and Humanists) —
Community Center — (901) 327—2677 or
MemphisGALAH@yahoo.com — 2pm
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MaAssAGE THERAPIST
By Appointment Only
Sports
Therapeutic
Relaxing
Swedish

901277—1705
STEPHENPAIR@AOL.COM
Marne St.
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Mid—South Community Resources:

CARDS & GIFTS
Inz & Outz*: 553 South Cooper
# 728—6535.
GGS Gourmet: # 278—6218 or on the web
at GGSGourmet.com
CARPET CARE / CLEANING SERVICES
J‘s Cleaning Service: # 726—4211.
King‘s Kleaning Service: Home or Office
# 745—3300.
Lee‘s Carpet Care: Commercial or
Residential, 24—hr. service, free estimates
# 327—6165.
COMMUNITY GROUPS
Alliance: Leather/evi club + Box 42174,
Memphis 38174.
Aloysius Home, Inc.: (See Friends for Life).
American Gay Atheists (AGA) Memphis:
Box 41371, Memphis 38174—1371.
Aphrodite: 3430 Summer Ave, Memphis
38122.
BGALA (Students for Bisexual, Gay &
Lesbian Awareness): University of
Memphis, c/o BGALA, 2522 Campus
Postal Station, Memphis, TN 38152—2521,
e—mail: bgala@ memphis.cc.edu, website:
www.people.memphis.edu/~bgala.
Bluff City Sports Association: Box 41803,
Memphis 38174—1803 # 726—4342, email:
memphisgaysoftball @yahoo.com .

$0314 C3)

\\\“

The Gay Memphis Resources Directory is
printed as a public service, and its listings
are free. Agencies and businesses listed
herein have requested to be listed, but have
not been charged. All phone numbers are
area code 901 unless otherwise noted.
(* Indicates TJN distribution points.)
ADULT BOOKSTORES
Airport Bookmart: 2214 Brooks Rd E.
# 345—0657.
Cherokee Adult Book Store: 2947 Lamar
# 744—7494.
Fantasy Warehouse I*: 791—793 North
White Station — 683—9649
Executive South* — 1847 E. Brooks Rd.
= 345—0825
Fantasy Warehouse #4* — 2532 N. Watkins
— = 358—8642
Getwell Book Mart: 1275 Getwell
# 454—7765.
Paris Adult Entertainment Center: 2432
Summer # 323—2665.
Tammy‘s # 2: 2220 East Brooks Rd
# 396—9050.
Tammy‘s # 3: 1617 Getwell
Rd
# 744—4513.
Tammy‘s # 4: 5937 Summer Ave.
# 373—5760.
BARS / RESTAURANTS
Allusions Entertainment Center: 3204 N
Thomas St. # 523—0599.
Backstreet*: 2018 Court Street
# 276—5522.
Bogie‘s Delicatessen: 2098 La Salle Place
# 272—0022.
Buns on the Run*: 2150 Elzey Ave. 38104
# 278—2867 (278—BUNS).
Crossover: 851 Island Road, Columbus,
MS # 601—327—0942.
Crossroads*: 1278 Jefferson # 276—8078.
Crossroads II*: 111 N...Claybrook
= 274—8655.
J—Wags*: 1268 Madison: # 725—1909.
Lorenz/AfterShock*: 1528 Madison # 274—
8272.
Madison Flame*: 1588 Madison
# 278—9839.
Mélange: 948 South Cooper # 276—0002.
Métro —Memphis*:_ 1349 Autumn
# 274—8010.
One More*: 2117 Peabody # 278—MORE
(6673).
Overstuffed Deli & Caterers: 3003 Airways
Blvd. #701 = 396—1969, 3727 South
Mendenhall = 362—2989, 7716 Poplar
Ave., Germantown # 757—1212.
Paragon Lounge*: 2865 Walnut Grove #
320—0026
P & H Cafe*: 1532 Madison Ave.
# 274—9794.
Pumping Station*: 1382 Poplar Ave.
# 272—7600.
Rumors*: 637 Hwy 145 South, Shannon,
MS # 601—767—9500.
The Jungle*: 1474 Madison # 278—4313.
The Other Side*: 3883 Highway 45 North,
Jackson, TN # 1—901—668—3749.

Brothers & Sisters Bowling League: Tennessee Leather Tribe: Gay men‘s/
women‘s leather org. 1568 Rolling Hills
# 465—4371 — Richard Andrews.
Dr., Memphis, TN 38127—5409
Cotton Pickin‘ Squares: Gay/Lesbian
# 357—1921.
Square Dance Club » Meets Thurs., 7 pm
Holy Trintiy «685 S. Highland, Memphis The Mid—Towners Bowling League:
# 323—3111 — Linda Etherton, 342—4630 —
38104 # 272—2116.
James Bailey.
Crossroads: African American Gay men‘s
motivation/support/social group. Meets 1st Transexuals Memphis: Support group for
transexuals (male to female)
& 2nd Fridays. Conrad R. Pegues, 1902
# 272—3278 or e—mail; joannacamilla
Freemont Ave., Memphis 38114,
@netzero.com
crpegues @aol.com.
Tsarus: Leather—Levi club « Box 41082,
Equality Tennessee: P.O. Box 330965,
Memphis 38174—1082.
Nashville,
TN
37203,
Univ. of Miss. Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual
www.equalitytennessee.org.
3
Assoc.: GLBA, PO Box 3541, Univ., MS
4F: Leather/Levi group « 698 Pope Dr.,
38677 =
662—915—7049, email:
Bartlett 38112.
glba@olemiss.edu, website: http:// .
First Congregational Church: Worship
www.olemiss.edu/orgs/glba.
Service: Sun. 9:30 & 10:00 am, Wed. 6
UT—Martin ALLIES: Campus and
pm * 1000 South Cooper # 278—6786.
community. Alternate Weds. 5 p.m. Info
First Presbyterian Church: Sun. School,
131F Humanities Bldg., Martin 38238,
9:30 am; Coffee & fellowship, 10:30 am;
Worship, 11 am « 166 Poplar = 525—
5619.
Friends For Life—HIV Resources: HIV/
C
AIDS Service Organization « 1384
Madison, Memphis 38104 # 272—0855 or
# 278—AIDS.
Holy Trinity Community Church*: Worship
Service: Sun. 9 & 11 am; Bible study:
Wed. 7 pm; 685 S. Highland, Memphis
38111
#
320—9376,
e—mail:
office @ holytrinitymemphis.org.
Integrity Memphis: Meets the 3rd Tues.,
Healing Service/Eucharist, 6pm; Dinner,
6:30pm; Meeting 7:30pm « c/o Calvary
Episcopal Church, 102 N. 2nd
# 525—6602.
Jackson Lambda Support Group:
Memphis Lambda Center # 901—427—1500
neilg@utm.edu # 587—7301.
for information.
WAC (Woman‘s Action Coalition): PO
Living Word Christian Church: Worship
Box 1203, 3566 Walker, Memphis 38111
Service Sun. 10 am & 6pm, Wed. 7 pm ®
# 678—3339.
2489 Broad Aver 452—6272
Loving Arms (Services for HIV+ Women
& Their Children): Shelia Tankersley,
COUNSELING SERVICES
P.O. Box 3368, Memphis, TN 38173 #
live Memphis!
Holistic Healing Center,
725—6730.
www.alivememphis.com, Individual &
Memphis Area Gay Youth (MAGY): PO
Couples Therapy, EMDR, Radiant Heart
Box 241852, Memphis, TN 38124 # 335—
Therapy. # 372—2991, Susan Taranto;
MAGY for info; website:www.geocities:
372—2593, Carol Schlicksup.
com.westhollywood/1772/.
Eric
Cassius,
L.P.C.,
C.H.T.:
Memphis Black Same Gender Loving
Hypnotherapy, Individual, Group,
Alliance: 274—0163.
Adolescent, Couples & Family Counseling.
Memphis Center for Reproductive Health:
Sliding scale fee available. # 685—5491
1462 Poplar Ave # 274—3550.
for appointment.
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Atheists &
Joel Chapman, PhD: 1000 S. Cooper #
Humanists (GALAH): www.geocities.—
844—4357.
com/memphisgalah # 327—2677.
Kent D. Fisher, LPC, MAC: Experiential
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community
Healing Center, 1713 Lockett Place #
Center (MGLCC): 892 S Cooper,
372—0710. EMDR, group, individual,
«Memphis 38104 # 278—4297.
couples & family therapy.
Memphis Lesbian & Gay Coalition for
Gary Gardia, M.Ed., LCSW: Midtown
Justice (MLGCY): Box 241363, Memphis
location; grief, loss; Lesbian,Gay &
38124
# 327—2677, e—mail:
transgender; individuals, couples
migcj @ yahoo.com, www.geocities.com/
# 527—1098.
f
mig}.
Anne S. Gillis, MS: Individual, couple &
Memphis Pride, Inc.: Gay, Lesbian,
family counseling, rebirthing # 761—3435.
Bisexual, & Transgendered Pride Events
Patricia Goshorn, M.Ed.:
Licensed
*+— Box 111265, Memphis 38111
Psychological Counselor « Simmons,
# 32—PRIDE, e—mail: MphsPride@ aol.com.
Kelman & Assoc., 3960 Knight Arnold Rd,
Mirror Image: TV/TS support group * c/o
Ste 316 # 369—6050.
Barbara Jean Jasen, Box 11052,
Cliff Heegel, PhD: Licensed Psychologist ®
Memphis, TN 38111—0052.
Centerpoint, 5180 Park Ave. Ste 150
Mystic Krewe of Memphis United:
# 767—1066.
%
41 S. Century, Memphis, 38111.
Sheridan Lambe, LCSW: Individual &
www.geocities.com/mardigrasmemphis
Couple Counseling, # 761—9178.
Noble Krewe of Hathor: a social, tax—
Rhonda Manning Hidaji, LCSW: Individual
exempt charitable organization. PO Box
& Couples. Goal—Oriented Gestalt &
820901, Memphis, TN 38182—0901, web
Integrative Psychotherapy, Sliding Fee
site: www. kreweotfhathor.com
Scale, Germantown/Cordova area
Open Heart Community of Faith: North
# 757—7706.
end of First Congregational Church,1000
Joseph
Robert
Pfeiffer,
LCSW:
South Cooper, Rev. John Gilmore # 323—
# 578—9107.
3514.
M. Todd Puckett, MS, LPC: Personal
Parents, Families & Friends of Lesbians
Enhancement Coaching. « 5050 Poplar
& Gays (P—FLAG): Box 172031, Memphis
Ave., Suite 2400 # 8$44—6228.
38187—2031 # 761—1444.
J. Kent Usry, M.Div., MAC, LCSW:
Parents & Friends of Lesbians & Gays
Counseling Individuals, Couples, Children,
(P—FLAG): Jackson, TN 38305
& Families. Specialties: Trauma,
# 1—901—664—6614 for information, e—mail:
Addictions, Grief & Sexuality. Sliding Fee
burtren @aeneas.com
Scale. # 491—8632.
Pink Pistols: email: memphis @
Kathryn T. Vullo, PhD: Licensed Clinical
pinkpistols.org.
Psychologist, LLC +8590 Farminton Blvd.,
Stonewall Mission Church: A Progressive
Ste. 3,G‘twn, 670 Colonial Rd., Ste. 1,
Christian Church » Sun. Service 6:30 p.m.,
Mphs.
=
848—6666,
www.inter—
meets at the Center, 103 Berry Rd., a
personalnet.com.
Nashville, TN 37204 # (615) 269—3480.
DENTAL SERVICES
Sunshine Travelers: Meets every other
William N. Castle, D.D.S.: Dentist » 79
Tuesday at 7 pm at The Jungle,
North Cooper # 685—5008.
# 788—4PLA (4752)
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FINANCIAL SERVICES
onnie Bingham, CPA: axes, accounting,
estate planning # 753—1413.
Donald Morgan Bookkeeping and Tax
Service: 5100 Sanderlin Rd. # 761—2110.
Karen B. Shea: Financial Consultant, Smith
Barney Inc., 1661 International Dr., Ste.
200 # 818—4134, 800—227—4146, fax: 818—
4233.
Sarah A. Washington: Investment Advisor
# 466—3588, website: www.lpl.com/
sarah.washington, e—mail: sarah.
washington @lpl.com.
FLORISTS
Botanica: 3092 Poplar, = 458—1929.
Park East Florist: 6005 Park # 761—2980.
GRAPHICS/PHOTOGRAPHY
ABC/IA2Z:
Digital
Photography/
Videography. By Appointment = 377—
7701.
Graffiti Graphics: 1985 Madison #7
# 278—5002.
It‘s Done!: Typing, word processing/printing
service—resumés, thesis, manuscripts, etc.
# 795—4308.
Printers Ink: Box 11485,—0485 # 454—1411.
RK Photo: Black & white photography,
processing & printing services. Full color
post card advertising. Call = 452—2766 or
e—mail: btag69a @ prodigy.com.
See—S: Portraits & photography # 327—3760.
HELP & INFORMATION LINES
irmation: # (708) 733—9590.
AIDS Switchboard: # 278—AIDS.
Gay & Lesbian Helpline: = 1—888—340—
GLBT (Mon.—Fri., 5—10pm, Sat.—Sun., 4—
9pm).
Gay & Lesbian Hotline: # 1—800—285—7431
(24 hr. help & information for Lesbians,
Gays, transvestites & transexuals).
Gay & Lesbian Youth Hotline: # 1—800—
347—TEEN (Thu.—Sun., 7pm—11:45pm.).
Gay & Lesbian Switchboard: # 278—4297
* 24—hrs.
LINC: # 725—8895.
Memphis Sexual Assault Resource
Center: # 272—2020
Narcotics Anonymous: # 276—LIVE.
Peer Listening: Youth—staffed GLBT youth
hotline (Mon.—Fri., 3—9pm) # 1—800—399—
PEER.
Intervention:
Suicide
&
Crisis
# 274—7477.
Transvestite—Transexual
National

gotlfne: # (617) 899—2212 (8—2am, Mon.—
at.).
LEGAL SERVICES
Wayne C. Gulledge, Attorney at Law:
1014 S. Crockett Rd., Senatobia, MS
38668 # (662) 562—5949, (662) 292—0823
or (662) 292—0046.
David Hooper, Attorney at Law: 1870
Union Ave # 274—6824.
Deborah K. Brooks, Attorney at Law: 200
Jefferson Ave. # 529—8888.
Susan Mackenzie, Attorney at Law: 266
So. Front St., Ste. 206 = 527—7701.
Robert Ross, Attorney at Law: 100 N.
Main, Ste 3310 # 525—0417.
Jocelyn D. Wurzburg, Attorney at Law:
5118 Park , Ste 232, # 684—1332.
Jason O. Young, Jr., Attorney at Law:
147 Jefferson, Ste 806, # 728—4000.
LODGING
French Quarter Suites*: 2144 Madison
# 523—8912.
Hampton Inn & Suites: 962 S. Shady
Grove, Group Sales—Events Coordinator:
E. Ryan Dougherty # 762—0056.
MASSAGE SERVICES
KBEABodywn'seEompanyGuestﬁouse:
Relaxing therapeutic, full—body massage/
sports massage. By appointment. # 377—
7701.
Massage by Jim: # Pager 541—0579.
Massage by Joseph: Full body stress
relief # 358—7438.
Stephen Pair: Sports, therapeutic, relaxing,
Swedish massage #
277—1705,
stephenpair@ aol.com
Tom Pitman: Rejuvenating full—body
massage by appointment. = 761—7977.
MEDIA
Family & Friends: Free monthly magazine
* Box 771948, Memphis 38177—1948,
# 682—2669, Fax: 685—2234, email:
FamilyMag@aol.com,

Triangle Journal News: Free monthly
newspaper published by Printers Ink *
Box 11485, Memphis, 38111—0485
# 454—1411, Fax: 454—1411 *51, email:
memphisTJN@aol.com,
website:
www.memphistrianglejournal.com.
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
Antique Warehouse*: 2563 Summer
# 323—0600.
Balnea Blue Hair Salon: 2111 Madison #
726—0090.
Bereavement Express: A unique way to
express your sympathy to family, friends,
co—workers, clients. # 578—9107;
www.LandscapesPublishing.com
Christian Funeral Directors: 2615 Overton
Crossing # 358—0062
Dabbles Hair Co.: 19 N. Cooper
# 725—0521.
Girls Work: Incudes: House Doctors,
Intimate Occasions, Lunch to Go,
BasketGrams & Everyday Services #
276—1935, email: griswrk@hotmail.com,
http://www.webspawner.com/users/
girlswork/index.html.
Bob Hughes, EdD: Yoga, relaxation &
meditation classes # 682—0855.
Bonnie‘s Doggie Day Care: 885 S. Cooper,
# 726—1300.
Love Song Greeting Cards: Specializing
in greeting cards for lovers only «P.O. Box
676, Horn Lake, MS 38637—2165.
McPherson Appliance Clinic: Sales,
service & repair, Heating & A/C. « 1447
National, = 327—6887, 327—7395.
Midtown Galleries & Auction, Inc.*:
Antiques, Art, Painted & Unusual
Furnishings * 2228 Central # 725—0049.
Midtown House Cleaning Service: 15yr.
exp., ref., onsight est., « = 274—0281
evenings or weekends.
Mr. Scruff‘s Pet Care: Pet sitting # 725—
9216.
Paggios for Hair Salon: # 274—3944.
Pet Care Unlimited: Pet sitting and/or house
sitting by competent, caring couple =
726—6198.
—
Enrica Ramey: Insurance Memphis
# Business: 377—1075, e—mail:
EnricaRamey@aol.com.
TNT Painting: Tom Rowe & Trent Gatewood
# 568—9222.
Tom Webb Ins.: Insuring in the Gay and —
Lesbian Community, 4646 Poplar
# 682—2170.
"Vantek: Internet Services « Box 11187,=
Memphis 38111—0187 = 324—4999,
e—mail: viadmin@vantek.net.
www.
tarts Now.com:
Professional magicians, live animals,
clowns, balloon artists, face painter, DJs,
pony rides & illusionists—fund raisers
# 358—7258—Nicholas Toombs.
REAL ESTATE SERVICES
ussell
Armstrong,
Developer, Looney
Developments: 194 Looney Ave. = 525—
3044.
Brian Clanton, The Carter Group: 1908
Exeter, Ste. 2, Germantown # 753—7222,
458—3852.
Joanna Johnson, Realtor, Clay Johnson
Realty: 757—B West Poplar Ave.
# 853—0237.
Glenn Moore, Broker, Owner, Woodland
Realty: # 377—1057.
Darian Porter, Affiliate Broker, The Carter
Group: 1908 Exeter, Ste. 2, Germantown
# 753—7222, 278—4079.
Steve Solomon, Broker, Sowell &
Company: 54 S. Cooper # 278—4380.
Randy Wilder, Affiliate Broker, Sowell &
Company: 54 S. Cooper # 278—4380.
TRAVEL
Great American Cruises, Inc.: Cruise
Travel Agency, Sherman Perkins, 52 N.
Second # 525—5302.
Travel Customized by Jean Morris:
Member International Gay & Lesbian
Travel Association # 465—2936.
TJN IS ALSO DISTRIBUTED
AT THESE LOCATIONS
Circuit Playhouse: 1705 Poplar Ave.
# 726—5521..
Memphis and Shelby County Public
Library: 3030 Poplar Ave. # 725—8800.
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TEETH...

Providing you with
soothing. comfortable
Treatment

is

our

business. Best of all ...
we do it with a soft, ——
H
gentle
swollen

touch.

gums,

We are a young and growing dental
practice which prides itoelf on
fairness and open—mindedness,.
_
Our Office Now Offers...
Call for an appointment today. We‘ll listen. @
invisalign
StraightTeeth. No Braces."
WILLIAM N. CASTLE, D.D.S.
:
General Dentistry
unsightly staing and

These are

which say,

breath...

messages from your teeth
"We need help!"

Make your teeth

ADASo

bad

feel

good

again!

79 North Cooper St. (Between Madison and Poplar) « Memphis, TN 38104—2815 6
(901) 685—5008
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